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PREFACE 
This thesis contains a portion of the results of research in con-
nection with Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station project No. 882 
entitled "Economic Analysis of Crop and Livestock Adjustments in Okla-
homa." It is intended that the thesis illustrate a method of solving a 
resource adjustment problem as well as give feasible solutions. Atten-
tion was not given to specifying and dhcussing the economic theories 
which are implicit in this type of analysis. This was deemed unnecessary. 
as the purpose of the research is to provide readily usable decision-
making guides to farmers who must make immediate resource-use adjustments. 
Results of an analysis such as this are determined by the production 
coefficients and pric~s used. Members of the Agronomy and Animal Husban-
dry Departments of Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College were very 
helpful in suggesting production coefficients for the resource situation 
considered. Other materials such as bulletins, circulars, mimeographed 
reports and feeder-day reports were also used as a source of resource 
input-putput estimates. The author made final selection of coefficients 
used and thus assumes full responsibility for their adequacy. 
The author expresses his deep appreciation to Professor E. A .• Tucker, 
who as Chairman of the Advisory Coumittee provided nn.ich assistance and 
guidance. The timely suggestions of Professor James S. Plaxico and the 
careful reading of the final thesis manuscript by Professor Nellis A. 
Briscoe are also appreciated. Professors Schlehuber, Eck. Davies. Harlan 
and Gray of the Agronomy Department and Professor Nelson of the Animal 
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Hu•bandry Department assisted greatly in the preparation of appropriate 
input-output ••timat••• 
Soil Conservation personnel located at Enid and Medford. Mr. Vance 
Deaton. Garfield County Agent. and Mr . J. D. Edmonson, Grant County 
Agent, were most helpful. Mr. W. A. Smith. Hunter. Oklahoma and Mr. llalph 
Kuehney, Deer Creek, Oklahoma graciously cooperated in allowing vi•its to 
their respective farms . 
The assistance of Mrs . Sue Anne Bradley in organizing the material 
and typing the final manuscript is appreciated. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Discovering, evaluating and deciding for or against alternative 
resource combinations is a continuous farm management job. Federal 
programs designed to reduce farm output have intensified the need for 
this type of decision. In the North Central cash-wheat producing area 
of Oklahoma, farmers have land, labor, machinery and capital formerly 
used in the production of wheat for which alternative uses must be se-
lected. This study was undertaken to provide guides for farmers faced 
with these decisions whereby they may select resource-use ~lans which 
will lead to the most satisfactory returns under existing or anticipated 
circumstances, considering the goals of the farm family. 
The physical adaptation of a cool season growing crop such as wheat 
was early recognized by settlers of the area. Low annual rainfall and 
hot, dry summers make desirable the growing of a crop which can utilize 
available moisture during seasons when evaporation and heat are rela-
tively low. SUilll.l8r crops frequently make good growth during early &UIIlller 
only to "burn up" during the intense heat of the summer. Some soils 
intensify the problem by having qualitiea of low permeability resulting 
in a slow rate of taking in moisture and giving it up to crops. Mechani-
zation development was suited to the gently rolling to level area, thus 
large-scale operations could be developed allowing competition in economy 
of production with areas capable of producing greater per acre yields. 
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An example of the resources which must be diverted will further 
focus the problem. A farmer formerly growing 324 acres of wheat on his 
360 cultivated acres now has this acreage reduced approximately one-third 
to 216 acres as a result of allotments. He has 108 acres for diversion 
plus the machinery capacity for farming it to wheat or a similar crop. 
Capital formerly used to provide for seed and other productive agents is 
still available . Family labor is tied to the other resources and fixed 
in the short-run. Until sufficient time elapses so that machinery is 
depreciated away. contracts fulfilled and other productive agents disposed 
of, these resources represent fixed costs to the farmer . It is this short-
run period of time which we are dealing with primarily in this thesis. 
Therefore, in comparing alternative resource uses we need only consider 
costs and returns which result from employment of the diverted resources 
in other uses. In later chapters the longer run period is considered. 
Farmers in the area are generally more familiar with improved pro-
duction techniques for producing wheat than for the production of other 
crops, Before allotments, oats, alfalfa and sorghums were grown in small 
acreages mostly to provide feed for livestock. Adjustmenta to now have 
been toward these crops; however, productive practices which are likely to 
result in efficient resource use are not in general use . 
The specific objectives of the study are! 
1. Determine resource use alternattvea in the area. 
2. Estimate results of adoption of the alternative tesource uses 
or practices. 
3 . Compare, in both tabular and verbal form, the alternative re-
source use systems. It is intended that these comparisons will 
allow a farmer to select an alternative on the basis of his own 
criteria. More likely criteria of farmers are anticipated in 
t.he discussions accomp.anying the comparisons. 
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CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
The North Central Oklahoma wheat producing area has two rather 
clearly defined soil types. East of a line running north and south 
through Enid, in Garfield county, are generally soils with claypans. 
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The predominate aoils there are Tabler and Kirkland in association with 
Renfrow and Vernon. The claypans are found at a depth of 12 to 20 inches. 
Available plant moisture is limited mostly to the friable soil area lying 
above the claypan as moisture beyond the claypan is accessible to only a 
few roots. West of Enid, where the predominate soils are Grant and Pond 
Creek, claypans seldom exist. The differences indicated are only impor-
tant if they affect resource uses, production or management practices. 
This thesis is based on a study of soils lying in the claypan area, 
Discovery and evaluation of alternative resource uses presupposes 
the existance of accurate input-output data for the resources. Results of 
experiments and estimates of experienced agricultural workers are the main 
source of technical coefficients. "Present" resource uses and the resulting 
production are needed as well as "possible" resource uses and production. 
The area was sampled by schedule during the &Wllller of 1955 to determine 
present organizations, practices and technical input-output relationships. 
Machinery and labor requirements, seeding rates and dates of job performance 
in production of crops are examples of input data collected. From the infor-
mation collected in this way a summary of inputs and resulting outputs has 
been compiled. 
Members of the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical Experiment 
Station Agronomy. Animal Husbandry, and Agricultural Economics Depart-
ments , along with Extension and Soil Conservation field personnel, have 
provided "possible" resource input and output data. Representatives of 
these groups visited farms on Kirkland and Tabler soils so that the 
available resources could be viewed. Recommendations resulting from 
these farm visits are presented as the appropriate resource uae alter-
natives and results in following chapters. 
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Just as important as ~eclmical coefficients are the prices used in 
getting results. In planning for "next year", different prices •Y be 
used than for a plan several years from the present . Most of the discus-
sion here is for the shorter period of time; therefore, prices used are 
an average of 1950-55. Some adjustments were made where short-run out-
looks indicate changes are forthcoming. One example of this is wheat 
which baa been given a price equal to the allotment price. 
The farm budget is utilized as the method of analysis and presen-
tation. It is easily used and understood by farmers and other agricul-
tural workers . Since certain costs are fixed in the planning period we 
are considering, the partial budget is used. Only the expenses, income 
and capital requirements which differ between alternatives need b~ shown. 
For example,, small poultry enterprises do not enter into comparisons of 
plans since they do not vary between plans. 
Results and interpretations of the study are made in the following 
ways. First, the crop enterprises are examined in their present manage-
ment setting, then possible changes are given as reconmended by soils and 
crop technicians. Present and proposed practices are evaluated for the 
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enterprise , then enterprises are compared on the basis of returns t o labor, 
capital and management. 
Livestock enterprises are evaluated by comparing results of using a 
given amount of resources in alternative ways . Other livestock alterna-
tives are evaluated for use in preparing the whol e farm systems. The whole 
farm organizations are ade up of alternative ways of combining livestock 
and crop enterprises. Enterprises for use in the organization are selected 
for profitableness compared to alternative enterp1·ises . The "whole farmn 
organizations are compared one with another and with the "usual 0 plan now 
found in the area. Criteria used in this section include : 
a . I rtcome expectations 
bl Risk 
c. Flexibility 
d. Additional labor and capital required 
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CHAPTER Ill 
PRESENT RESOURCE USE SYSTEMS 
The farm described in this thesis is referred to as "present plan" 
or "present re.source u•e" in following chapters, A budget showing results 
of present uses of diverted resources is presented along with possible re~ 
source uses in the final chapter on alternative systems of farming. In 
order to clarify discussions of crop and livestock enterprises, the "present 
resource use syatem" is presented prior to crop and livestock chapters. 
The "typical farm" is not representative of any one farm. The amounts and 
kinds of resources given as "usual" are indicative of averages or modes . 
The present system reflects the most comnon managerial decisions for the 
use of these agents of production. 
The size of farm in acres is 480, composed of 360 acres of land in 
cultivation, 104 acres of native pasture and 16 acres of farmstead and 
roads. Cultivated land is Kirkland or. Tabler soil and pasture is usually 
Vernon or Renfrow. 
Wheat, oats and alfalfa are the usual land uses. Wheat allotments 
are about sixty percent of cultivated acres on the average; thus. there 
are 216 acres of wheat on the typical farm. There are 90 acres of oats 
which comprise the largest use of diverted acres. Where barley is grown 
this 90 acres would be divided between oats and barley; however• barley 
is not grown on a majority of farms in the area. Alfalfa acreages have 
changed little since allotments on wheat were set. The amount grown depends 
on numbers of livestock kept and ability to establish and maintain the 
desired acras. Twenty one acres is used as typical on this farm. 
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Most farms grow three or four crops. Four crops are used in this 
thesis because of feed requirements under the present livestock systems 
and because sorghum is a 11catch" crop after alfalfa or small grain failure. 
To reflect these considerations, sorghum is divided between grain and 
forage crop acreages which in a normal year would meet forage requirements 
and provide grain for sale or feed. 
The usual livestock program found is a cow-calf herd with mostly spring 
calves . These calves are either sold in the fall or carried through the 
winter on small grain pasture. The average stocking rate for native is one 
Animal Unit to 4.5 acres for a six months period. This is too heavy and 
necessitates supplemental feeding during the period. 
Crop residue from small grai ns is not usually grazed as early plowing 
is practiced. In the fall sorghum residue, sorghum for pasture and alfalfa 
afford some grazing. If available. small grain pasture is grazed from about 
December 1 to March 1. Some days must be excluded from this period for the 
time that snow or rain precludes grazing or when pastures are scant from 
lack of moisture. Assuming that forty percent of the small grains would 
not be grazed due to lack of stock water in some fields~ distances from 
home farm, rental arrangements, lack of fencing or a preference not to graze 
some areas, the small grain is presently stocked at a rate of one A. u. 
to 7.5 acres. This includes only the cow-calf herd as few farmers buy addi-
tional animals for grazing on wheat or oat pasture. 
Sheep are present in the area but not on the typical farm. Hogs and 
chickens on the farm are mostly for family use. These will consist of one 
or two hogs and from 75 to 100 hens. They will not be considered in 
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budgeting except to exclude feed requirements from amounts available for 
sale or use. One or two cows may be kept for milking, but are included 
in with the beef herd here for simplicity. Quality of cattle is high com-
pared to averages for the state. 
Table l shows land uses, acres and production. The disposition of 
production is shown as sold or fed. Numbers of cattle and production are 
also shown. Later, prices and costs are applied to this data to form a 
budget of the "present plan" . 
The labor available on this farm is assumed to be that of the operator 
and two members of the family . This amounts to about 1.5 man equivalents 
. 
per year. Labor is adequate for all work except during small grain harvest 
and plowing during the swmner. For this reason a man is hired to work 
during combining and one-half the plowing period. Custom baling is used 
which amounts to hiring labor plus machinery~ In future budgets it is 
assumed that a man is hired to assist in hauling bales to barn or stack., 
At least two tractors and plows will be found on the typical farm, 
thus enabling full use of manpower during combining and early plowing. 
Machinery required for small grain production is owned by the farmer Most 
farmers also have a mower and rake, but baling is hired, Little row-crop 
equipment ii found on the farms. !low-crop tillage, as indicated in later 
chapters, is adapted to small grain equipment. 
This typical farming system can be called a "caah-grairt - roughage -
cow-calf" type farm, Cash-grain dittinguishea it from farms selling only 
wheat. The most significant adjustment since allotments is the increase 
in oat acreage and number of crops grown. The livestock program was ex-
panded due to the increase in feed available; however, recent droughts have 
reduced cattle numbers. Cow-calf herds we.re common prior to acreage re-
strictions. 
f~ops 
TABLE I 
PRESENT TYPlCAL IAN» USE AND LIVESTOCK SYS'mMS FOR A 480 ACRE 
FARM ON KIRIQ.AND - P.ENFROW TYPE SOILS OF THE NORTH 
CENTRAL OKLAIIOP1A1 mmAT PRODUCING AREA. (1956) 
Total 
Acres Yield/Acre Production 
Amount Used 
on Farm 
Amount 
Sold 
11 
Wheat 216 1.5 3240 bµ. 3240 bu. 
Oats 90 21 
Sorghum xx xx 
Grain 20 14 
Forage 13 1.5 
Alfalfa 21 1.2 
Total 360 xx 
Livestock Number 
Bee£ type cows 16 
Beef type bull l 
Replacement heifers 
l/2 years 4 
Calves 
-
l year 15 
Total 36 
l~lee Figure I 
1890 bu. 
xx 
280 bu. 
19.5 T 
25.2 
xx 
Anixnal 
Units 
16 
l 
2 
5 
24 
T 
72 bu.2 
110 bu.3 
19.5 T4 
25.2 T4 
xx 
Products 
Sold 
3 culls (900 lb.) 
Avg. of 1/3 
cull each year 
1/2 euU 
11 yearlings 
(600 lb.) 
xx 
239 bu. hens, 13 bu. chicksb 20 bu. milk cow. 
345 bu. hen,s, 15 bu •. chicks, 50 bu. hogs. 
1818 bu. 
170 bu. 
Amount 
Sold 
2700 lb. 
400 lb. 
400 lb. 
6600 lb. 
4small ai110unt of feed not required· £01.~ cattle is used for bedding, 
litter, milk cow, etc. 
CHAPTER. IV 
PRESENT PRACT!CES AND ORGANIZATION OF CROP 
ENTERPRISES WITH PROPOSED CHANGES 
Practices and organizations presented here do not describe in all 
respects any particular fa.rm in the area. They are representa.tiv-e of the 
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usual managerial decision for resource-use in production of crops. Present 
practices are presented and evaluated oand those recommended are discussed 
and budgeted along with these currently in use. 
Tilling Practices 
Practices reported for small grains pertain more specifically to wheat. 
Oats and barley are secondary to wheat in importance. They are second 
choice for timeliness or quality of work performed. Weather and rainfall 
variability result in variation of practices to match conditions. For 
example" in very dry weather an operat'ion other than moldboarding such as 
hoeming, discing or onewaying may take place. The moldboard operation would 
be performed later if rains come early enough to permit the prepa1·ation of 
a firm seed bed. The numb<1r of spring toothings may also vary, depending 
on weed and moisture conditions. 
I.n Table II may be seen the present tilling practices for fall sown 
small grains. In western count:tes two onE!wayings sometime replace mold-
boarding. One time over with the spike toot.h harrow may replace a spring 
toothing just prior td seeding. Spring sown small grain land is handled 
much the same way if it follows a small grain crop. Additional harrowing 
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or hoeming is done during November and December with drilling in January 
or February. If the spring sown grain follows a row-crop harvested in the 
fall, it will have the sai.ne tilling operations performed in October, Novem-
ber, December and January. 
Major emphasis by technical advisors was on early plowing, which is 
a common practice by farmers in the area.. It ls also suggested that when 
condit.ions are too dry :for one op2ration then another should be performed 
to conserve moisture and facilitate the preparation of a proper seed bed. 
Agronomists indicate that present practices on wheat are appropriate, but 
more of the same timeliness and thoroughness should he givan to land for 
other small grains. Use of custom operators or hired labor during harvest 
time so that early plowing may be done can i·esult in increases in produc-
1 tion the following year. This is particularly true where continued dry, 
hot weather drys out the land shortly after harvest is complete. Timeli-
ness in planting small grains is also important. 
Operation 
Moldboard 
TABLE II 
USUAL TILLING OPERATIONS FOR FALL SOWN SMALL 
GRAINS IN NORTH CENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
Time Performed 
Immediately after harvest 
Spring tooth harrow When weeds appear or after rain 
Drill September to November 
Combine June 
Times Over 
1 
3 
1 
l 
1wesley Chaffin, Wheat Production in Oklahoma, Oklahoma Extension 
Circular 4-'~7, p. 7. 
Table III indicates present land operations for row-crops following 
row c.rops. If small grains harvested in June are followed, the same 
operations would occur but at times would resemble those for small grain 
land preparations, Control of weeds by harrowing in the spring would be 
done as usual. Cultivating and spike tooth harrowing are usually only 
practiced on 32 to LJ.0 inch rows; however, spike harrowing could be done on 
closer drilled rows. Most sorghums are planted with a drill having part. 
of the holes stopped. Sb::tecn inch rows are most common for grain crops. 
Many fields are drilled by circling lands, thus eliminating end turning. 
Sorghum sped.a.lists at the college indicate th1:1t present tilling prac-
ticc.s a.re adequate for hay and grain crops. It was pointed out that the 
careful attention of spacing plan.ts and rows to eight inches between plants 
and 32 to i~O inch rows will result in greatest silage tonnage in most years. 
Present land preparation for alfalfa is indicated in Table IV. Thare 
were some reports of spring seeding., but the usual t:i.."ll.e is in tbe fall. 
Pr(;)sent tilling practices a.r12 very close to reco,1t~:zndz:d cnas. Plowing in 
early June is recom,'1lended as soon as possible aft2r remove.l of the previous 
2 
crop. This permits more rapid o.bsorption and deeper p,metration of summer 
rainfall, It also provides more time for dec.:ay of organic matter thus in-
creasing the availability of nitrogen> phosphorus and other plant nutrients. 
Rotation and 8urmner Fallowing 
Summer fallowing is not a recor.amended practice nor in it commonly 
practiced in the area. Yields t'esulting from such a practici;;! will not com-
pete with the alternative of growing another crop on diverted acres. 
I"'. 
~Wesley Chaffin, Alfalfa; Q.~l'.zll of For&)l::; C!.2f}!p Oklahoma Extension 
Circula'i' 497 2 p. 9, 
Dr:tl1 
fJSUAl. TILLUm OPnllATIONS FOR JlOW CROPS 
IM r.;ronTH rn~rrrcM., OKLAHOMA 
To pi"epare seedbed;> wa;;;t1: the 
ground and to keep dot,m weeds 
Ma:y - June 
June - July 
J:iarvest - Combine 
Orill 
At1gust; - September 
(depends on srowth o.£ plant:) 
'USm\L TILL!NG PRACTICES li .. O!\ ALFALFl1 
IN NORTll C.EN'fAAl. Ol!J..1\..14:0M/\ 
r.w:y, June - July-
August - September 
15 
l 
l 
1 
l 
"' 
£., or 3 
2 
1 
3 l 
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A rotation, in the usual sense of the word, is non-existent in this 
wheat region. Variability of factors such as rainfall, climate and insect 
1,ests disrupt such an. orderly system of planting. Land is alternated be-
tween uses except that wheat is kept on the better land at all times. Al-
falfa is moved about on land suited to it. 
The seqmmc~s necessary in order to have both summer and winter crops 
on one farm a.re fairly definite. In order to grow wheat, alfalfa and sor-
ghums together the usual system would be: 
Alfalfa - 5 years. - plot?ed under in fall of the fifth year 
Sorghum - 1 year - planted in June 
oats - 1 year - planted in late fall or winter 
Wheat .. continuous until alfalfa has beert rotated on all adapted la.nd 
Alternative systems are: 
l. Alfalfa .. 5 years .. plowed under in fall 
Summ.er £allow .. 1 year 
Wh.eat •continuous .. plartted one year after alfalfa is plowed 
2. Alfalfa .. 5 years .. plowed under in fall 
oats - 1 year - planted late fall ot w·inter 
Wheat ... continuous 
3. Alfalfa ... 5 years 
Sorghum .. 1 year 
Sutttmer fallot-i .. 1 year 
wheat ... continuous 
Crop Practices and Recom.mendations 
\ 
This section includes di.Sfussions and evaluations of pre.sent and 
\ ', 
proposed crop practices. Budgets accompanying the individual crop discussions 
- '· 
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permit comparisons between alternative practices on the basis of profitable-
ness. Compar.isons between alter.native crops can also be made by use of the 
budgets. 
Care should be taken in reading and using the budgets to prevent misin-
terpretations. The costs specified are only those which must be incurred 
to produce an acre of crop using the practices indicated. Operator labor, 
land, machinery depreciation~ interest and taxes are costs which will be 
e:i-,perienced whether a crop is grown or not. It is not necessary" therefore,, 
to include these in the budgets since they are the same (fixed costs) re-
gardless of the employment of the resources. Payment of these costs is 
made out of the residue;, if any., remaining after operating costs are sub-
tracted from the value of total production. Since this thesis deals wi.th 
the period of time during which these costs remain fixed-' this treatment of 
the enterprises is sufficient. 
Three figures are given at the end of each budget. and need some ex-
planation. The most useful of these figures is "'the returns to all fixed 
factors of production•land_, labor, and capital''. lt is the one referred to 
above as the residue remaining after operating costs are paid. This is 
further broken dol0m into rent, which is the return to land, and returns to 
labor and capital of the operator. This should be helpful in making enter-
prise selections for rented land, 
Wheat 
One adjustment in resource use is to shift more resources to the fixed 
wheat acres. This shift could be in the form of using fertilizer, better 
quality seed and more labor and machinery. Since this type of adjustment 
competes with other alternatives, it is budgeted. 
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Present labor and machinery pract.ices are considered to be near opti-
mum .. High quality seed is presently used and it is also cleaned and treated. 
The recommendation with regard to seed is to select both an early and mid-
season maturing variety rather than either early or midseason. This allows 
distribution of labor and machinery, thus less need be hired. In some years 
weather conditions cause early or late crops to be mutually exclusive with 
regard to each other. Farmers feel that by planting both, whole farm yield 
variability will be reduced. Varieties recommended are Triumph and Concho. 
Agronomists recommend the use of 100 pounds of 0-20-0 fertilizer per 
acre. Increases in yields shown in Table V are attributed to the use of 
fertilizer • 
Oats 
Spring seeding .of oats is the major present practice which should be 
changed. Recommendations are for Cimarron or Porkedeer to be planted 
during the last two weeks of September. Cimarron produces earlier pasture 
and matures two weeks ahead of Forkedeer oa.ts and one week ahead of Tri-
umph wheat. :Forkedeer produees more hay and gra.:tn than other recommended 
varieties. Planting rates should continue to be 1.6 bushels with two or 
more bushels when more pasture is desired. One hundred pounds of 0~20-0 
applied at drilling will help increase yields. 
Winter oats aeeded in January or early Februf).ry may sometimes be used 
to facilitate growing o:f summer and spring crops on the same farm where 
fields are ro'tated. If moisture is normal or greater 10-20-0 should be 
substituted for 0-20-0 for spring seeding. Fall seeded. oats would yield 
higher as a re$ult of nitrogen fertilizer in yea.rs of favorable moisture. 
Spring seeded oats yield 5 to 10 bushels per acre less than fall seeded on.es 
under the plan budgeted. 
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TABLE V 
ESTIMATED PRESENT AND PROPOSED ~rARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS Ars"D F..ETURMS 
FOR AN ACRE OF 'WHEAT GROWN ON '.KIRKlAND - REMFROW pOIL:S 
IN NORTH CE:N1Tte\L OKI...'1.HONA 
Item 
Seed and 
Treatment 
Moldboard 
Spring Tooth 
Drill 
Combining 
Haul 
Fert:Uizer 
(0-20-0) 
H:i.red Laborl 
Unit 
Bu. 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Bu. 
Ton 
Hour 
Total Variable Costs 
Yield 
Price 
Gross sales 
per acre 
Less ·variable 
cost 
15 bu. 
$1.85 
Return to Land 
Labor an.d Capital 
Less Rent2 
Return to 
Capita.I., Labor aud 
Management 
Price Amount Cost/A 
$ 2.25 1 $2.25 
.67 1 .67 
.23 3 .69 
•. 24 l .24 
.74 l .74 
.006 15 .09 
35.00 
LOO .5 .so 
$5.18 
$27.75 
5.18 
$22.57 
$!3.32 
l 
1 
3 
1 
l 
18 
.os 
.s 
17 bu. 
$1.85 
la.ire one man during combining and during 1/2 of plowing. 
2113 of total sales less H3 of fertilizer cos.ts. 
$2.25 
.67 
.69 
.24 
.,74 
.11 
1.75 
.50 
$6:95 
$31.45 
6.95 
$24.50 
9.90 
----
$14.60 
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Budgets on the proposed side of Table VI assume use of varieties, fer-
tilizer a11d seeding times indicated above. In addition to the gain in in-
cof!lEl indicated, fall oats provide grad.ng not possible with spring smm 
oat:s. 
Barley 
Barley, when grown. is treated as though it were of little importance. 
This means that little attention is given to selection of variety or date 
of planting. The majority of farmers interviewed did not know which 
va-riety they were growing. Tenkow was most often named by farmers who knew 
the variety. Agronomists indicate that Harbine or Rogers would be more 
desirable. Tenkow is probably selected by some fanners because of its lar-
ger seed; however, test wights of Harbine and Rogers a.re heavier. Rogers :i· 
a. recently released variety., is more winter hardy than the other recommended 
\rariet!es except ward. 
Fa.mer stated views artd low acreages of barley indicate that it has a 
low rating as an alternative crop to wheat. Historically it is only grown 
to any extent when art allotment system on wheat is in force .. In contrast to 
thi!i; some acreage of oats :is usually present on farms. Barley hitrhots green 
bugs artd chirtch bugs mote thah other small grains. Probably a year or so .i:,f 
experience with barley and chinch bugs has led to its low rating. 
Although barley is not favorably regarded by the majority of farmers, 
it appears to be as profitable as oats. The variability of barley yields 
is no greater than that of oats (Appendix Table I). Elimination of barley 
during years when heavy infestations of insects a.re likely would add to its 
average yield. Entomologists have had. some success in predicting the popu-
lation of green bugs for the coming year prior to planting"' thus such a fore-
cast might be available. 
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TABLE VI 
ESTIMATED PRESENT AND PROPOSED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS 
FOR AN ACRE OF OATS GROWN ON KIRKLAND = RENFROW SOILS 
IN NORTH CENTRAL OKLAJ:IOMA 
Item 
Seed and 
treatment 
Moldboard 
Spring tooth 
Drill 
ComI:iine 
Haul 
Fertilizei· 
Hired labor1 
Unit 
Bu. 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Bu. 
Ton 
Hour 
}?rice 
$ 1.20 
.67 
.23 
.24. 
:,4 
.003 
35,00 
LOO 
Yield 21 bu. 
Price per bu. .80 
Gross sales per A.~ 
Less ·,crariable 
cost 4.82 
Return to land $11. 98 
labor and capital 
2 Less rent 5,6q 
Return to capital$ 6.38 
labor, and management 
Present 
Amount Cost/A 
1.6 $1.92 
l 
3 
1 
1 
21 
,5 
. 67 
.69 
21, . ..,. 
• 71,, 
.06 
.50 
$4.82 
Fall seeded 
winter varieties 
35 bu. 
.80 
$28.00 
6.61 
$21.39 
__ 8,75 
$12.62 
1Hire one man during combining and 1/2 of plowing. 
2 1.3 of total sales less 1/3 of fertilizer costs. 
Proposed 
Amount Cost/A 
1.6 $1.92 
1 .67 
3 .69 
1 .24 
1 ,74. 
35 .10 
.05 1. '75 
.5 .50 
$6.61 
Spring seeded 
winter varieties 
27 bu. 
.80 
'$21:-ro-
6.61 
$14.99 
6.62 
$8.37 
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TABLE VII 
ESTIMATED PRESENT AND PROPOSED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS 
FOR AN ACRE OF BARLEY GROWN ON KIRKLAND - RENFROW SOILS 
IN NORTH CENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
Item 
Seed and 
treatment 
Moldboard 
Spring tooth 
Drill 
Combine 
Haul 
Fertilizer 
0-20~0 
Hired laborl 
Variable costs 
Yield 
Price 
Unit 
Bu. 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Bu. 
Ton 
Hour 
Gross sales per acre 
Less variable cost 
Returns to land, labor., 
capital and management 
Less rent2 
Return to labor, 
capital and management 
Price 
$ 1.51 
.67 
.23 
.24 
.74 
.006 
35.00 
1.00 
Present 
Amount 
1.5 
1 
3 
l 
1 
19 
.s 
19 
1.09 
$20.11 
5.21 
$15.50 
6.90 
$8.60 
Cost/A 
$2.26 
.67 
.69 
.24 
.74 
.u 
.so 
$5.21 
1Hir~ one man during combining and 1/2 the plowing. 
2113 of total sales less 1/3 of the fertilizer. 
Proposed 
Amount Cost/A 
1.5 $2.26 
1 .67 
3 .69 
l .24 
l .74 
27 .16 
.05 1. 75 
.5 .50 
-
$7.01 
26 
1.09 
$28.34 
7.01 
$21.33 
8.87 
$12.46 
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The use of fertilb·er along ~:ith more attention to variety, time of 
plantint; and land preparation should increase yields significantly. These 
reeomrnendations are incorporated into Table \'! J: . 
Alfalfa 
The soils in question are not particularly adapted to alfalfa. This 
is evidenced by average yields of l to 1. 5 tons while area averages are 
neat' two tons. Most of tbe hay production cQ1i:'les from firs.t .ai.,d second cut-
tings because of ho,t, dry weather in July and August. Possibilities of 
ietting a aeed crop should he considered on. second and third cuttings,, par-
tic:ularly if the weather is ,,ery bot and dry. 
Use of lime and super phosphate is recommended on alfalfa. 'l\ro hundred 
pounds of 0--20-0 should be applied at seeding .. then an additional 200 pounds 
eady each. sp1.·ing of following yea.rs. This can be broad.cast, th.en incor-
porated into the soil with a spring tooth harrmt. An application of three 
tons of lime is us.ed in the following budget, but soil tests should always 
he made prior to appU.cations to detennin.e exact needs. Lime wot1ld be 
applied in J1,tly and worked in tiith disc or spring tootb. Experiments at 
the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical college farm near Stillwater bave 
shown inereasee of two or three t..:i.mes in yields on alfalfa as a result of 
ferti.l:tzer and lime use.3 :At present prices a ooe-b.alf too incxease must 
be received to make use .of ferti.1111:er profitable. Due to the unsuitability 
of this ,soil to alfalfa the expectation would be little ma-e than one-half 
ton. The lime applicat.ion is amorti$ed. a.loog with other establishment 
costs over the five yea.r eapeet~d li.fe of the stand,! to obtain estir.aates 
of yearly variable costs. Fertilizer prices include application costs. 
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TABU! VI11 
ifflMATED PRESENT AND PROPOSED VARIABLE COSTS 11'0:R THE PRODUCTION OF· 
ONE ACU OF ALFA12A GROWN ON Urua.AND - RENFROW - TABI.iR 
SOI.LS . IN NORTH CElttBAL O~HOMA 
··pr~sent Pro:eosed 
ltem Unit Price AmoQnt Cost7A Amount Cost7A 
Seed and 
treatment Lbs. .2.1 13xl/5 .70 13xl/5 .70 
Moldboard Acrre ,67 lxl/5 .1'3 lxl/5 .13 
Spring tooth Acre .23 3xl/5 ,14 3xl/5 .• 14 
Spike tooth Acre .2.4 lxl/5 .OS lxl/5 .os 
Drill Acre .74 lxl/5 .15 lxl/S .15 
fertilJ.zer Tan 2.601 •. 6 1,56 
l.ime 
Supe-rpposphat:e Ton 35.00 .1 3.50 
Harvest 
Mow Acre .29 3 .87 .81 
Rake Acre .27 3 .81 .81 
Bale Bale .18 36 6.48 48 8.64 
Baul Bale .01 36 .72 48 • 9/i 
Hired labor Hour 1.00 3/4 hr. .75 1 
.b-2! 
-
Varia.bl~ Costs $10.80 $18.5~ 
Yield .. ton 1.2 1.6 
Priee./ton 25.00 as.oo 
G-r:oss sales $30.00 $40.00 
Less variable expenses $10.80 $18.51 
Returns .. to land. labor $19.20 $21.49 
c·apital and ;management 
Rent2 7 •. 12 7.88 
R.etum to capital 1 ;12.oa fll.61 
labor and managementi 
. { ff. - . ' ·' .:. 
!Assume A{.S.O. payments of. $.2.00 per ton on: lime thus the net east is 
$4.60 - $2 .. 00 '= $2.60 per ton.,' · 
2Landlord pays 1/3 seed, baling, fertilizer and hauling; gets 1/3 crop. 
Oklanoma Common is the recommended variety of alfalfa for this area.. 
Inoculation, cleaning and treating of seed are important in the handling 
<>f.alfalfa seed. Present practices relatipg to selection and handling of 
seed are adequate in most ca.see. 
Grain Sorghum 
Present sorghum practices and resultant yi~hls provide little basis 
for evaluation of sorghum as a.n alternative resmirce use. Its usual uses 
as a "e.atchn or emergency crop preclude estimates of such possibilities. 
'!'he usual variety reported was "Maize". Th.is is thought to be indicative 
of lack of planning with regard to selection of better varieties,. Some: 
seed. dealers rep~Jit that a. substitute: is readily accepted even though a 
partic1..1la.r variety is asked for by name. This n1ay even include changing 
from a grain to a forage type. Sorghum is usually planted ,on other than 
the best land so that good ''on the fa.rn11' measures of production eapabili .. 
ties are not available. 
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If.sorghum for grain is drilled, rows should not be more than twenty 
four inches apart. Ideally. plants should be four inches apa~t with a 
seeding rate of eight·pounds per acre~ Under present practices eleven 
pot111ds is the usual rate. A reduction in seed used will lower costs slightly 
and increase yield possibilities. Seeding should be around June 20th w:ith 
harvest about mid-October. Varieties recommended are Redl.an, Dwarf Kafir 
44-14>. Darset, Darso and Begm:i. Redlan, Kafir 44-14 and. na.rset have some 
re$istance to ch.:i.nch bug injury. There is a chineh bug danger in tlle area 
due to the predominance of small grain; thus isolation O·f sorghums from 
small grain, particularly barley, is desirable. Early planting to allow 
a good start for the young plants prior to chincb bug migl'.'ation should be 
ESnMATED PRESENT AND PllOOOSED VARIABLE PRODUCTION COSTS AND U'ttm.NS 
ftlOM AN Aetm Of GB.AIM SOB.GRUM GROWN ON I<IJ.tnANl)-HNflWW•TABLIJl 
SOILS IN NORTH CENTRAL OKLAHOMA. 
Present 
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Item tJnit Price Amount Cost/A 
Proposed. 
Seed and 
treatment 
Moldboard 
Spring tooth 
Dl:'ill 
Combine 
Haul 
Hired labor 
Cwt 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Bu. 
Hour 
.Total Variable Costs 
Yield Bu. 
friee Bu. 
Gross Sales 
Less variable costs 
Retu:r:ns to l~d, labor 
capital and management 
Rentl 
Jleti:irns to capital. 
labQr and management 
6.00 
.67 
.23 
.t4 
.74 
.006 
1.00 
laent is 1/l of gross sales. 
u 
1 
2 
1 
l 
14 
14 
1.2.2 
$17.08 
3.25 
$13.83 
5.69 
$8.;14 
.4 
.66 
.. 67 
.46 
.24 
.74 
.08 
.40 
-
$3.25 
8 
1 
2 
1 
l 
17 
17 
1.22 
$20.74 
3.09 
$17.65 
6.91 
$10.74 
.48 
.61 
.46 
.24 
.74 
.10 
.4 .46 
~
$3.09 
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J'J~a.cticed in years o.f heavy infestation in small gTa:f.n. LTlOther problem 
in the growing of soriI~ is tl,;e- difficulty· of planning a . system :with wheat 
without resorting either to, spring ~eeded oats or summer fallqw. The_ in-. 
crease, in. yield- shown in. the bu.dge.t is due. ~o. better- selection'. -o_f ~dapted 
va:rieties-, use of good soil and_ reduction. of the seeding rate to: allo;v. dis~ 
t;ribution of moi~ture to, fewer- plants.. As yields of SU!lli'(ler crops, ar:e 
.•. .• . . . . ·. 
ust.Jally limited by moisture. rl:!ther than, by. fertility> the use. of fe-rt:i.U:zer 
has not been ass~d in the grain sorghum budget. However, it appears, 
likely that the use of ~ertilizer in _ years o,f above average mq-isture. would 
result i.l). worthwhile yield increases. 
Forage Sorghum. 
Most of the ~eneral comments about grain sorghum apply to production 
of forage as well. 'fw, kinds of products ean be and are produced. These 
are sorghum fo;- hat ot: ~ry forage and for silage. Forage sorghum for si-
lage is presently dr~lled in 32 to 40 inch row•, altltough $0llle row planters 
. . . ' . . . . . . . . 
are used. The usua.l seeding rate. is about eleven pounds, which is too heavy 
for maximum:gro~h to be obtained from the plants. The des-ired growth for 
best quality sil~ge i~ ta~l well•de-velo,ed stalks for maximum suga,: produc .. 
ti.on. This is not posllible under present heavy seeding rat,es. Rates should 
be four pounds per acre. Recommended var;i.ettes are Atlas, Sumac 1712, Sugar 
Drip and Leoti. _ Planting as early in May as weather pend.ts in order eo 
ge.t a.head o:f chilieh bug migration may be wise. The 32 to 40 inch rows pre-
sently used are-acceptable. Some cultivation and harrowing to prevent weed 
competitioo fo~ moisture. is needed. 
The same varieties recommended for silage can be usad individually or 
in a mixture to produce hay.· The reeonnnended seeding rate is twenty pound& 
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TABLE X 
ESTIMATED PRESENT AND PROPOSED VARIABLE PRODUCTION CO.STS AND RETURNS FROM 
AM ACRE OF FORAGE SORGHUM GROWN ON KIRKLAND'-RENFROW-TABLER SOILS 
IN NORTH CENTRAI. Ol{l.AHOMA 
Present Pra~osed 
. 
Item . Sila e . Ha . Sil.a e . Ha . . ~ . 
Unit P1;ice:Amt. :Cost. A. :Amt .• :Cost A. :Amt. :Cost A .• :Amt. :Cost/A. 
Seed and 
treatment Cwt. 10.00 11 1.10 20 2 .. 00 4. .40 20 2.00 
Moldboard Acre .67 1 .67 l .67 l .• 67 1 .67 
Spring tooth Aere .23 2 .46 2 .46 2 .• 46 2 .46 
Drill Acre .24 l .24 1 .24 l .24 1 .24 
Plant Acre *"" .... "!IICCl!lit .... ,. . 
Cultivate Acre 1.00 2 2.00 2 2.00 
Spike harrow Acre .21 2 .42 2 .42 
Spring tooth Acre .23 
Fertilizer 
Cut,. put in 
silo Tan 2.50 5 12.50 5 l!.50 
Mow Acr~ .29 1 .29 l .29 
Rake Acre .21 ...... l .27 1 .27 
Bale Bale .18 -.. 45 8.10 48 8.64 
Haul Bale .02 45 .90 -~· 48 .96 
Total Variable Costs $17.39 $12.93 $19.19 $13.53 
Yield Ton 5 l.5 5 1.6 
per aere. For an emergency crop millet may be used as it matures in 45 
to 60 days. Yields on for.age sorghum can range from one to four tons of 
field cured hay per acre. It is drilled in eight inch rows; thus no cul .. 
tivation is needed. Hay of highest quality will be obtained from cutting 
when. the .sorghum is in first boot. 
Small Grain for Pasture or Hay 
Growing of small grains for pasture or hay is considered by some to 
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be a profitable alternative. Pa.st studies have indicated tha.t forage yields 
may be doubled by grazing them completely out rather than to stooling as is 
the common practice. This alternative would also involve selection of small 
grains with high forage yields rather than for grain production. Recommen• 
dations, yields, and eosts for this alternative are presented here. These 
data are used later in an evaluation of the grain versus pasture alternative. 
A mixture is recommended in the pasture program to obtain such desired 
characteris.tics as earlier pasture in the fall:. winter ha,:diness. and abun ... 
dant spring growth. Although wheat is highly rated by fanners for dependa~ 
bility and palatability, its low forage production relative to other avail• 
able cl.4ops virtually eliminates it from consideration for a pasture mixture. 
However, this may be changed by the development of new varieties ·with higher 
forage yields. Concho is reported to be one of the best pasture wheats. 
Barley, winter oats and rye., along with hairy vetch, are the crops from 
which the mixture is chosen. Barley is an early pasture producer and has 
high total production. A Winter hardy variety such as Ward or Rogers should 
be used. Rye is the hardiest of the crops, provides more mid-winter pas-
ture than others and is a high total forage yielder. Winter oats are among 
the . top in total production and produce heavy spring growth which rentaim; 
tender and palatable long.er -than otber crops., Most of ~he vetch produc-. 
ti.on comes in the.spring; however, it-may afford some fall pasture _if 
.seeded early .. 
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Whe"l'e eaJ:"ly planting is possible due to_ suitable moisture .conditions, 
the recommended mixture. is barley, ry~ .and vetch.. tn ,dryer seasons oats 
could be substitu,te.d as ·t.hey are able. to ,withstand s-carcity of moisture in _ 
the fall better than -barley since their growth ,occurs mostly in-late winter 
and spring.. Recommendations on seeding rates _per acre are 15 pounds of 
vetch, 33 pounds ef rye and 28 pounds of barley.. Seeding time _should lle as 
early as sufficient moisture is available to all.Ol, the mi~ture to germinate 
and become established. 
'l:here is. some hesitation on the part o-f farmers to plant either rye 
or vetch on land to be used for wheat+ This could be solved by planting 
the pasture on the same land each year rathet than rotating. At, the end 
of three or four years this could bt) rotated back tow-heat.and a spray used 
to kill vetch. During the last year or two the mixture would not be allowed 
to seed to help contt()l rye and ~etch. -Tb.is system might even allow har-
vest of a vetch seed crop in some years.and would allow the vetch to.fix .a 
maximum of nitrogen as it matures. Another solution is t6 never allw the 
mi2d:ure to go to seed. -This procedure_. along with extrem~. cate in -clea:nin3 
equipment and handling seed, should prevent contamination of wheat by 
either rye or vetek. A cost is included in the pasture budget, Table ll; 
' \ '' . ' ' ' . ' ' 
.for sprayin~ wheat wit1', 2--4-D if necessary to eradicate volunteer vetch 
.) \ '·. ·- \ _-_ ' . 
which results from seed plmited in a previous seeding.' 
A.n application. of superphosphate at the rate of 100 pounds per acre 
will give the pasture a big boost. Increases of 2.5 to 4 times in forage 
RECOMMENDB'.D PRODUCTION PIACTICES A.NI), ESTIMATED COSTS FO'.l AN ACRI or 
SMALL GRAIN PASTURE GROW ON KIRKLAND•RENFROW-TABLER SOILS 
1N NOR.TH CENTRAL OKLAROMA 
Pasture Mixture I 
Item Unit Price Amount ·· Cost/Acre 
Seed and treatment 1 1 75 lbs. 4.S2 
Moldboard A ere •. 67 1 .61 
Springtooth Acre .%3' 3 .69 
Drill Acre .24 l .24 
Fertilizer Ton 35.00 .os 1.75 
Fence maintenance 
(including. labor) .so 
Spray with 2-4-t>2 Acre 1.2s 1 1.25 
-
Tot.al Vat'iable Cost ' $9.6i 
lA mixture of 15 lbs, of vetch,. 3'3 11>$. of. rye and !8 lbs. of 
barley itl used. Prices are ·$.17/lb. for vetch~ .03/lb. for rye and 
.035/lb. for barley. 
2This is a cost resulting frooi use of the aixture even though it 
may not occur during the period the pas,ture exists. lt i& assumed the 
land is rotated annually and that t1heat following the mixture must be 
sprayed for vetch. control each spring. 
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Yields as a result o.f fertilizer application have been reported. 5 Due to 
the multiplicity of facto.rs affecting forage production this should not 
be construed to mean that it is the case each year. 
Small grains can be cut for hay rather than grain.. Since oats make 
a great: deal of spring growth and retain forage quality longer, they would 
be selected over a mixture or one of the other crops. The usual yield 
would be from 1. 5 to 2 tons.. This does not appear to be: as profitable as 
cutting the grain crop t-tith normal yields. However, when grain yields 
are low. it might well be a good alternative since hay value is not entire..; 
ly a function of grain content. 
In some instances cutting a hay crop from the mixture may be feasible. 
The pasture beeomes increasingly abundant during spring months. This 
means that a .suitable stocking rate in March may be too light for April. 
Thus addi'tional animals must be bought in April to utilize this growth or 
the stocking in March must be heavy. resulting in more use of supplementary 
feeds. The. supplementary feeding could be done by using hay cut from ex-
cessive small grain growth the previous. year. Either or both of these al-
ternatives may be practiced, depending on pasture conditions and cattle 
prices. Election of the alternative fo.r fairly stable numbers during the 
season would appear to be sensible. It would take advantage of complimen-
ta.rity between dry feeds and small grain pasture and it would allow the 
farmer to sell his cattle as one fairly homogeneous lot. Storing of hay 
would tend to add to the farmer's flexibility with a low risk of small 
a.mount of capital funds or income. 
5Horace J. Harper,. A Study of Phosphate Fertilization and Legume 
Rotations for Small-Grain Winter Pastures. Oklahoma Experiment Station 
Bulletin No. B-414. pp. 16-17. 
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Sudan Pasture and Hay 
Use of sudan pasture is not lU1common in the area. At the present 
time it is most frequently used when native pasture is not adequate for 
the size of the C<:niJ herd. In some years part of the sorghum included in 
the present plan might he sud.an. It would supply part of the forage 
presently fed in August under present plans. 
The same land preparation used for sorghums is suitable for sudan. 
It should be drilled in mid .. 1ra.y at a rate of 20 pounds per acre. Drills 
should be adjusted so that 16 inch rows are obtained. Sudan may be seeded 
a.s soon as danger of killing frost has passed. Thia might result in higher 
forage production as a result of taking advantage of spring rains. Two 
cuteings are expected with a total yield of l.6 t;ons per acre. The firs.t 
cutting would come about six weeks after planting. 
Grazing should not be allowed until plants reach a height of 18 inches. 
For sudan drilled in mid-May,, grazing would start about July 1. Rotation 
g)cazing should be practiced to allow plal"1ts to get growth ahead of the 
cattle. Sudan completes its growth cycle by the end of August unless over-
grazing or drought affect it prior to that time. The farmer could plant an 
acreage in mid-June for August and September grazing. Grazing rates ealcu• 
lated to remove 1.6 tons of dry forage are assumed here with normal rain-
fall. The yield of 1.6 tons is. of course, a long-te1'm estimate which takes 
into account variations in rainfall. Sudan pasture should be rotated with 
othe1· crops to prevent weed or soil structure d:f.f:ficultfos .. 
In the following discussion. returns to land, labor and capital are 
referred to fo·r the various crops. These are summarized in Table XIII, 
rendering it useful as a reference in following the discussior1. Wheat has 
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TABLE Xll 
RECOMMENDED PRODUCTION PRACTICES Am> ESTIMATED COSTS FOR .AN ACRE OF 
SUDAN PAS'.tUIE .AW HAY G!OWN ON KI'.lll<LAND-UNFROlf•TABLIR SOILS 
ttem 
Seed and treatment 
'.Moldb~ard 
Spring tooth 
Drill . 
Mow. 
Bale 
Haul 
Labor 
Variable Costs 
IN . NORTH CINTRU, OKLAHOMA .. . 
'Unit Price Amount 
Lb. $ .08 20 
Acre .67 l 
Acre .23 2 
Acre · .24 1 
Ae:re .29 1 
Acre .t7 1 
Bale .13 48 
Bale .02 
' 
48 
Hour ~ .15 
Pasture .. $3.47 
Cost/Acre 
1.60 
.67 
.46 
.24 
' ,; 
.so 
.i9 
.27 
8 .• 64 
.96 
.15 
-
Baled ... $14. 38 
'l'ABI.E X:II! 
ESTIMATED COSTS, YIELDS ANO UTmtNS WITH PRESENT PRACTICES ANiJ WITH PROPOSED 
PRACTICES IOR ONE ACRE OP' ALTERNATIVE CA$H CR.OP.S 
lN NOR.TH CENTRAL Ora.AROMA 
Wheat : Oats ; Bar~ ~- Alfalfa ___ ---T]kaln $-o~hum 
Present Proposed :Presene..:..Proposed tPresent Proposed :Present Proposed :Present Proposed 
Fall :Spting: 
Variable cost 
per acre 
Yield per acre 
Price per bu. or 
ton 
Total Sales 
Rent Paid 
rate 1/3 to 2/3 
Return to 
capital and 
labor of 
operator 
Return to 
capital, labor 
5.18 6.95 
15 17 
1.85 1.85 
27. 75 31.45 
9.25 9.90 
13.32 14.60 
and land 22.57 24.50 
Return per $1 of 
variable cost 5.36 4.52 
4.82 6.61 6.61 5.21 7.01 
21 35 27 19 26 
.80 .80 .80 1.09 1.09 
16.80 28.00 22.40 20. 71 28.34 
5.60 8.75 6.62 6.90 8.87 
6.38 U.62 8.31 8.60 12.46 
11.98 21.39 14.99 15.50 21.33 
3.48 4.24 3.39 3.98 4.04 
10.ao 18.51 3.25 3.09 
1.2 1.6 14 17 
25.00 25.00 1.22 1.22 
30.00 40.00 17.08 20.74 
7.12 1.88 5.69 6.91 
12.08 13.61 8.14 10.74 
19.20 21.49 13.83 17.65 
2.78 2.16 5.26 6. 71 
w 
VI 
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the greatest returns to the fixed factors under the level of support price 
a&sumed. • Oats~ barley ~d alfalfa ai-e all about equal in returns to land, 
labor and capital. T~ble XIII doe~ riot include a value ef supplementary 
pa,sture: forthcomitig · from these erops. Though no computations are presented 
herQ, it is safe to say that the value of the pasture from the smaU· grains 
;ill give the ,:eJutus advantage to oats or barley. The value of pastute' 
is evaluated in later sections. 
Oats .and barley require .identical produetian resources.·. they are com• 
petitive crops with more oats being produqeci only by a reduction in barley 
producti®, Therefoi-~, it follows that one would be substituted for 
another as lon3 as a gain in return is made. Sinee returns to land. labor 
a..nd capital are the same, we'must look further-for an advantage of one ctver 
the other. 
Experimental results have shown that. barley produces pasture earlier' 
'• \ I 
i.."l. the fall than all other small grains. including oats~ Oats produce tlle 
majority of 'their forage in the''spring. . \:;I ._. ;, ' ' .. : . This is significant,because if a 
grain crop is ~akea aar, forage utilized must be produced earlier than 
spring since livestock would be. removed in March. Barley thus provides 
longer graidng than oats. It would compliment wheat pasture. in producing 
beef b7 supplementing i~ in late fall aad early.winter. This would result 
in a longe:r grazing season and less need for hay eo feed eattle. held over 
from native pasture. These considerations appear to, give barley a. real ad-
vantage over oats, 
It was pointed out in a previous discussion 0£ barley that oats are. 
preferred over barley as a crop by the majority of farmers. It is. beli&ved 
that this preference results from the fact that. barley is a favori.te host 
of chinch bugs and that the area in question i:s a region where these 
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insects may be a problem. Chinch bugs feed to a. lesser extent on oats. 
Analysis of variety test. yields at Cherokee and Stillwater does not show 
greater variability in barley yields than oats. It must be concluded from 
th.is, that regardless of the factors affecting yields of the crops,. the 
range o.f values is approximately the same for income forthc.oming from 
·.·. 
either crop. This still leaves the advantage with barley except for one 
consideration wh:lch is diffi<!ult to evaluate. The effect of increased 
acres o·f barley on the ch.inch bug cycle and d~gree of· infestation in a 
given year is not known. An increase in availability of the insect''s favo-
rite .winter food,. combined with a dry, mild year,. could result in an effect 
on yields of all crops not accounted for in our variability calculations. 
This possibility indicat'!s :the necessity of considering the ratio of risk 
to gain .. In this case there may well be a high.risk resulting from unknown 
.t·: 
variables from. which a rather small gain is expected. This may explain 
the farm.er preference for oats over barley though he may not have a full 
knowledge of income, possibilities. 
Ag.ronomiats indicate that barley has proven more drought resistant 
than oats providing moisture is availabl,e in the seedling stage., An oat 
st.and can be established on a small amount of moisture but may not be main-
tained if a drought occurs. This might give some basis on which to seleet 
a crop. If moisture ts normal or better, barley could be planted and early 
pasture would be expected. With less than normal rainfall, the possibility 
of early pasture lessens. Oats might be plante.d with a $1Ilall amount of 
moisture with tha expectation of later rains to maintain the stand. 
Barley is used in bucige·ts of farm systems in this thesis. lt is re-
ga.rded as identical to oats except for additional pasture. The recommeu-
dation is to switch to oats in some years for moisture reasons stated above 
and to avoid plant:ing barley during the heavy part of ehinch bug cycles. 
Information on these cycles can ba obtained in pa.rt from entomologists. 
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'!'hough ni,.t specifically pointed out. the farmer eriteria whieh were 
set up in Chapter lI have been covered in the crop evaluation. Most empha-
sis was; given to the 1:"eturn-s to capital. land and labor. It was pointed 
out that the small grains which seem to be. moat p,:-ofitabla require identi-
cal resources bi terms of land and eapi.tal. Barley has a slightly hi.sher 
per acre cost through the harvest operation. The relative risks of crops 
under conside.ration were evaluated except. for p()inting out the difference 
in risk due to variable cost differenees. :Flexibility. de:fined as allowing 
reallocation of resources quiekly and with low capital loe.s,. is equal for 
the crops. 
s·election of the most pro.fitable crop on a. returns to one a.ere of 
land plus. necessary capital and labor basis implies that aeres are the 
effective limiting fa.e.tor. lt can be safely assumed that labor is not 
limiting in this are.a of high mechanization and low labor using crops, 
However._ capital may well be mo.re restricting than acres. To allow for 
this very real possibility the crops are ranked for priori.ty of capital 
Table XIII, line 8, shows the returns forthcoming. for each one dollar 
invested in the form of variable eos:ts. This is useful as a means of de-
termining where limited funds should be used to maximize profits. Up to 
now di.acuasion has been. confined to returns to one acre of land. plus neces-
sary la.-hM and capital as the pro.fit criteria.. This implies that tha 
supply of land limits thE! level to which income may rise in this short run,. 
problematic area. The falt'lller may find that some of his funds should be 
shifted at the expense of returns-to land in order to increase profits. for 
example, if land is available,. $6.18 could be spent on two acres of grain: 
sorghum with a total of $35.30 returns to fixed factors. This same $6.13 
(really $6 .61) when spent on oats would return o;.1.ly $21.39 to thQ fixed 
fac.tol.'S of production. 
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!hough the assumption followed in this thesis io that capital is 
available in sufficient quantities to allow maximization of returns to 
acres, the above should point out that the case n1ay be otherwi.se~ We can 
raduce this assumption in ma.king whole farra plans by setting a level of 
capital input which is available,. or which the farmer wisbes to employ. 
The budgeting procedure used here prevents by time requirement the testing 
of all possible alternatives for employment of the resources. 
Table XIV shows the returns forthcoming from feed crop alternatives. 
These returns are lower than those possible if cash crops are grown. 
Sorghum silage returns to fuced factors are about equal to those of alfalfa 
hay. Capital requirements for silage do not differ greatly from those for 
growing alfalfa as the digging and maintenance of a trench silo would 
approximate costs .of owning a baler and rake. Baling and silo filling 
costs are custom operations on most farms. It should be noted that vari--
able costs are high on tbe foi·age c1·ops as a result of the harvest costs. 
Total variable costs are pl.'opo:ctioual to production for a given year. Re-
turns per one dollar invested in variable costs are low relative to cash 
crop opportunities .. Since there is no market price for a crop such as 
silage, its value is computed by the value of a feed such as alfalfa it 
replaces in a ration. Values O·f all other forages were approximated by 
their feeding value relative to alfalfa. 
'l'he budgeting method allows an average situation to be. worked with, 
th.us we select crops which. maximize and/or minimize the farmer criteria in 
TABtE nv 
ESTIMATED COSTS' Ylittns AND RETURNS WITH PUSEil."T l>RACT!CES AND WI'ffi PROPOSED 
PBACT!CES FOR ONE ACRE OF ALTERNATIVE FOUSE CROPS 
tN NORTH CENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
--..... Alfalfa : . . . Forage Sorghu:11 . _ : Oat Hay Sudan 
· _ . . : . . . Silage ·. : . Hay _ : . . . . Hat 
----·----------P_:resent :Proeosed : Pre$ent :Propos~d : Present ;Proe.£sed :Proposed :Proposed 
Variable Cost per A. 10.80 l8.S1 17.39 16.48 12.93 13.53. 16.56 14.38 
Yield per Aere 1.2 1.6 5 5 1.5 106 1.5 1.6 
Price per Ton 25.00 25.00 7.50 7.50 17.00 17.00 15.00 17.00 
Gross values of prod. 30.00 40.00 37.50 37.50 25.50 27.20 22 .. 50 27 .. 20 
Return to capital and 
labQr of operator 19.20 21.49 20.11 21.02 12.57 13.67 6.00 1'-.82 
Return per $1 of 
variable cost $2.78 $3.18 $2.16 $2.28 $1.97 $2.01 $1.36 $1.89 
,;II.-,. 
0 
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various ways assumip.g an average set of conditions.. However in some very 
'•1!~rt-run si.tuation~, ~h~e average conditions will nqt exist ~d decisio~s 
will have to be made. An ex'1\I!Ple is a winter s~ll gr~i~ crop tha.t has 
\ \ 
. . ' ·. =.. . '. : ' . \' 1 .. 
been lost 4ue to weather or i~.sects. The decision that must be made th~ 
is whether~ ~let a summer crop -of grain sorghum and follow this by 
winter ~eeded o,ts, or t~ summer fallow and go back to the usual small 
grains the next fall~ On wheat land the decision must be to plant wheat 
in the fall to a.void losing allotme.nt acres. ln the cas:e of a barley 
failure, it appears profitable to adopt the grain sorghum - oat sequen.Qe 
so that in the two year period, return~ to fixed factors would be $33.SO 
instead of the $21.43 possible fr~ one ~rop of barley in two yea:rs. 'these 
a.1:e the types of choices that will. be required in sh&rt•run situations 
. . : 
which cannot be foreseen a.nd planned for in our budgeting. Data in Tables, 
n:t1 and XIV may prove useful in makingc such choice.s. 
EVALUATION OF PRESEb."T LIVESTOCK FnA.CTICES AND 
ORGA.NlZA'rIONS MITH l''JSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES: 
Development and discussion of livestock alternatives is in ·two 
phases. The first is largely a comparison of .systems. These involve 
the overall plan.of liv~stock production such as cow .. cal:f and stocker-
feeder .systems.. Systems a.1re in tum made up of other ehoiees such as 
kind of product to produc..e, feeding plans, grazing rates. timing, .etc~ 
b reaUzed that the choice of alternatives within systems is at least 
ae important as tb.e aeleetioo of the more suitable system. Systems and 
a.lterna:tives within syste:ms were selected for budgeting which are likely 
e.st:ablished criteria - profit, :risk, flexibility and capital or labor 
sueh alternatives as feed:Lng alfalfa hay versus cotton seed cake, good 
versu.s eomman grades or light. versus heavy weights o.f animals to sell 
likely change more often than the choice of &ft overall livestock system .. 
is compared with others wl"lich appear to fit the available resources. 
crop such as small grai1l. mixture with that @f a cash barley crop. 
is not well suited to the feed -s.upp.ly in. the area. Feed and pasture a1:e 
pri.se.. A budge.t of tlte present livestock system. uppears in Table xv~ 
In Tab.le X'ill can be found th~ feed and pasture calendar along with total 
feed reqtd.reme.nts.. Feed needs are baa.ed on total digestible ntttrieat 
is that 100 act'es of small grain p'(l.st.ure and 104 a.eres of native will he 
av.aUablE: for t;;.tilizat:ion)l T'ne itema varied are kinds or classes of 
used, wH::h adjust..>nents for aeres .o.f pasture, feed, etc., aade on a per-
centage basts. It may be noted that in some months alfalfa hay is fed 
at the rate of 23 pounds per A-:i:l'• per day. Actually, this feed might 
allow this substitution .. 
!11 feeding durtng months when pas.ture should be available. the herds 
are not large enough to fully utilize wheat and oat pasture, thus it is 
undergrazed.. The budget in Table 1.'VII and the pasture and feed use plan 
in Table XVIII represent one proposed solution to the 1,n;ese.nt inadequacy 
of tho livestock system. The c.ots1 herd I:tas been cut :tn half to reduce 
l .· .. ·. . . . .. . . See this thesis, page 1 ~· par.. 4. 
TIMADD COSTS ARD lllttJHMS RE UL'ttRG UTILlUTlOll OP $HALL GIA! • 
nva PASTURI OB A 480 AC I1t :tO.llTll CENTML Oll.lJIOMA 
·-- fllli SEIT CXJW·CAL'F tol 
No., of A:U./yr. 24 V&luelAni 1 'lotal_ Value 
-
o. of C 16 $135,00 2 60.00 
l«c ts 4 135.00 540 .. 0 
ulls l 300.00 300 00 
ca1 • 15 60.00 .. oo $3 00 .. 00 
___ ., ___ __,....,. ...... ____ ..,. _______________________________________ ~--------------------·--·--
IU.nd o. 
- -
Product:ion Sold eyht Price/Cwt. Receipts 
Culls 3 1700 lb. 13.70 369.,90 
cu11 1/2 400 lbs . 18.4:S 73. 
11 11 1/3 400 11, •• 16.45 6S . 
t 
yearltrip U 6 lba .• 20.as 1376. 10 
$1885.,60 ----- ______ : _____ ..._ _______ .., ___ ..__._ .. _____________ .__ ... _________ .., _________ .. ___ .,.._ 
Variable CO.ta 
lfalf• y 
~g .,. 
ull 
To 1 ut.ahle Coat 
An. 
aold 
T 
each 
lfo. 
-
36 
36 
15 
25 
19 
1/3 
et to Pa•ture, .i...bor aid Capital 
Inveatmeat ta cattle (Av. 1% dlaltth9) 
Pr-ice 
.45 
.. 20 
I 
3.00 
25 .• 00 
17 .. 00 
300.00 
'Total Coat 
16~20 
7. 20 
4S.OO 
625.00 
323.00 
100.00 
1116.40 
769.to 
$3900..,00 
1104 acre.• of naclve puture atoe'bd at. the rate of 1:4. S for 6 
tha. l• a eov-calf eabtrpd.N will cal,,.. bom 1n ch_. Aprll 
ld u good. to choice feeder•• ockar• late ruary or early Marcia. 
Only the cow--calf herd i• allowed to run on small in paature with a 
ru t1llg rulng rate of 1 t 1.5 on 180 acr of 11 p-atn .. 
TABLE XVI 
Plm$E?~'f T\'Pl.CA!. FASffllJJG .AND ·li'!lEDll{G PIAN .FOR ·COW:..OA'f.3 ·ImaD 
ON A 480 ACR.S FAIM IN NOR'i'H CEN'r&\:L OlQAHOMA 
~"""""'""-"' ~·~· W\+':,'·fffilOO~•••r•wtdti~1Jl'~........ il•1. ·.:~ltl!,"!'_. 
lleed J'atf.: Feb.: Mar. /!);p'l;'.: May June July Aug. s~pt. Oct. Nov. l)ee. Total 
... -9_....,_ .. -_iij l W1 4 11:llll "c• 
tiat:i.vc .. ooo .ooo .ooo .,1 1.0 1.0 1 .. 0 .:3 .l .1 ·~·GOO . .,ooo l:t.-5 foti 
l?ast.ut·e i5 U'I.O. 
~ .. -.-. ''- -, _., ... __ .. ~ •* ,... •-,~ li>Mll""l"I'. ~ 
Small Gi:'ain t:,/ .9 .. ~ .... .,.. ,,.. .. .. .,. ..  ... -i,; __ ... ~-- .9 
Pasttn:e 
~~~~-~.,....,.. ................... ._._ ........................................... .._ ............................................................................... ._ ......... ~~ ................................ ~--..-.... ~ ..................................................... ..... 
Crop 
u.¢si<lue 
Alfalfa 
Hay 
--
.1 
16202 
~-
.os 
810 
-.~ ..... i,l.'j,'-
1.0 . /1 
--· 
16200 ll3l}0 ~~ 
~· 
.... ~ 
.. 2. .• 2 .2 .... 
..,.,, .. 
-··· 
• 2: .i .• 3 .4 .os 
--~ !!',II·- 3240 4860 48150 6480 810 · 25 t. 
Pl! q;-_i:,.·_.., ... ·',ii,:;,tr, *' ~----------·---·---·---------------------------..... ---------
S0rghut11 
Foddez.' 
Oattl.e 
:tnventory 
.1 .:05 
1917 i59 
{lllr-'!'!"' 
..... 
24 A. u ~ cmi .. calf He~d 
..... . ... s,li.1"' 
-·· 
~-~ .. ,. .,Iii'.,'"* 
.s .. 4 .• 4 .4 .05 
9585 7668 7668 1668 959 18 'i\ 
l""™<!#' W_<'l;j,qj;~·,._ .illi(il!loo _,1" ... !o,1;!1.i.1t;:k'. 11( ~~ 
1Part ~f the tot~l. animal unit: month requ.ir~?11ent, provided to the b.erd by different feed sources . 
.tl'out14s .of :feed neetled .-to suppl.et11.ent the aveila.ble pasture. 
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TABLB XVII 
ES TED COSTS AND RETURNS RESULTING ROM UTILIZAnON OP' SMALL 
G IN AND NATIVE PASTORE ON A 480 AC FARM 
IN NORTH CENTRAL OKLAHO 1A 1 
lef3imli!!I . of Period Sales 
Kind Period o. : Wt. : Price : Value No . : Wt . :Price: Value 
Cova 12 mo. 8 900-1000 $135.00 $1080.00 l cull 900 $13 . 70 $123.30 
lep' l 12 mo .. 2 600-800 135.00 270.00 
Heifers 
Calves Spring 8 .-.--
calvea 
eold 
J;!ar .1 
Bull 12 mo. 1/2 150. 00 
Gd to Ch Dec.- 40 550 19 .05 4191.00 
feeder Feb . 
stocker 
steers 
TOTAL SALES 
Investmellt in Cattle ~ $1750 .00 for 9 months 
7650 .00 for 3 months 
Weighted A•erage for the 12 month• • $3225 .oo 
--- ----
6 600 20,85 750 .. 60 
stocker 
feeders 
40 685 201'85 5712. 80 
stocker 
feeders' 
$6586 .70 
-·- .. ---------------------- ---·----------------·--------------------------·---·~-
Variable Co•t• 
Steers 
Alfalfa Ray 
Sorghum ·aa, 
Cow Herd 
Steers 
Minerals 
Unit 
Lb . 
Ton 
An. 
Aulou11t 
21,000 
8 
13 
19 
40 
59 
Price 
$19.05 
25.00 
17.00 
.45 
.30 
.20 
Total Coat 
$4191 . 00 
200 .00 
221 .00 
8.55 
12.00 
11 .80 
l\ .. n. 24.00 
An. coL:". 
l 1/6 300.00 50.00 
Death loss 2 pere.ent of stee:r sales 114.00 
Total Variable Costs 
$1474.35 
1the :present plan an cxplainecl in the prccedi.t4g budget :Ls cu.t in 
half here to reduce grazing intensity on the nati:\i'e grass. Additional 
stael'2 are purchased in lfovcr:1bor t.o utilize small grai.1 pasture. Gains 
a-£'c 1.5 lbs.· on small grain stocked at l A.ti. to 5 acres. Feed re-
quiremeats are based on T.D.1'!. requirem,.mts plus a margin for fle,d-
bility. A dry :forage 11 named sorghum hay i1ere 11 is f.ed when cattle are on 
m.na.11 m;:;::ain I~asture. AlfaHn bay fecdil10 is provided for when t1heat 
cannot be g1:azed due to in1lavorab le wc.ath.rr!'. 
Che g:razing intensity on native.. Additional steez·s are purchased in 
Nove-c:iber to utilize sn:ia11 grain pasture. It was determined that: about 
40 steers weighing 550 pounds could be grazed in rrtoot years on the 180 
acres of small grain as.sumoo. th;ase would gain about 1.5 lbs. per day 
for: the 90 day period, Deeer.iber through February. Prices used are for 
good to choicG quality ct.ttle thm1gh lower qualities raight well be used 
under varying price si.tuat:.ions. 
The diffore;1ce in .. ~eta:ms to land, labor ~rml capi.tal betweer1 this 
a:nd. the pre.sent are attributed t.o lower 
utilization of small grain pasture. Part of the .saving in feed e:rpense 
co,~1es about by tha reduction stocking rate. so that feeding is not 
TABLE XVtlI 
PASTURE AND FEED PIAN FOR COMBINED COW•CALF AND FEEDER-STOCKER PLAN 
ON A 480 ACRE FARM. IN NOltTH CENTRAL OICLAHOMA 
teed Jan. Feb , · Mar. Ap.r.. May June Jul,y Aug. Sept.. Oct. Nov. :Dec. ·Total 
Native 
.fasture 
Small Grain 
]lasturc 
.ooo ,000 ,000 
(l 
.o ,9 
l 
.ooo 1,0 1.0 1.0 1,0 1.0 l.0 .ooo • 000 l :9 fo.r 
6 mo~ 
.• • 9 
Crop ,4 
gasidue __ 
Alfalfa .005 .005 ,5 ,5 -- -- ··- ·- -- -- .05 ,005 8 'l'ons 
nay 20002 2000 4050 40,20 -- -.. -;- _ .. ~ --"" -- 2000 . 2000 
Sorghum .195 .• 095 .5 ,5 ... ..... • ... 
f_Q,dder . 6000 4000 2000 5000 ... _.. -- ,._ 
Cattli£; 
Inventory: 
Stocke?'"' 40 
Faeder 
40 
Cow-Calf 
Bard 
1:3 A.U. Cow-Calf Herd for entire year 
. .. 
. 05 • 095 13 ·tons 
·-·-
2000 4000 
40 b.d. 
1Part of total Animal Unit month requirement provided to the herd by different feed .sources .• 
2 ' . Pounds of feed needed .to supplement the available pas.ture. 
~ QO 
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necessary during the six months., May through Oetober"' S:.aving is realized. 
toe in March and April as ther.e are only twelve A.U. to feed instead of 
the 24 in the present plan. 1:he saving on feed in November comes in two 
wa.ys, only one of which, the reduction in numbers requiring feed,. can b:e 
credited to the change in livestock systems. Use of barley rather· than 
oat& reduces the hay requirement by providing early pasture but this 
cannot be attributed to the differences bea:een livestock systems. The 
fuller utilization of small grain pasture. comes as a result of buying 
additional animals · to use ava.ilable pasture resulting in greater gains 
per aeire. Table XU summarizes the differences between the plan.a. 
The third alternative does away ·with a cow herd all tog.et.her,. 
Twenty steer$·lteighi:ng 3S0 pounds are purchased in May to put on native 
pasture. this is a stocking rate .about like that for the cow herd in. 
the preceding alternative. These steers gain .9'5 lbs •. per day' on native 
g:ra$s during the swmuer. thus after 210 days weigh 550 lbs. This period 
includes November. during which early 'barley.pasture. crop residue,an4 
hay are used to carry animals until small grain pastures start ht Deeem.-
bei:-. ln the final eMpter the crop residue is replaced by hay in' systems 
wlie,:e sor&hum and alfalfa are not grown.. ln the event of a very un-
favorable s.ummer for gras:S.. all or part of these steers c.ould be sold' 
and others purchased. later if mna.11 s:ra'in ;pasture is available. This 
gives flexibility at. a lower eost·thau ws possibie under the plans 
previously discussed .as ,the product. would be. readily salabl& at any 
time. ln late November additional animals, normally 40, would be pur-
chased for winter grazing. The s:.txty, would weigh 685 pOUt\ds by Ma:reh 
ttith a rate of gain of 1.5 pounds per day. Due to the seasonally high 
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lJ:STIMATED COSTS AND tmTmtNS RESULTING FROM UTILIZATION OF SMALL GRAUt AND 
NATIVE PAS'nJRE ON A 480 ACRE FARM lN NORTH CENTRAL OI(I.AHOMA USI.NG 
A BU!· SELLl TYPE L!VE.STO.CK OPER.ATJ:ON . . 
Kind :for : : 
;P!~to5!. ; ~~_t_1!rice _.,;.!.@htLPJltt?• 1wi: .... :l?ri~ ... . :. Jalutt ... -
Gd. to Ch. 
feeder 
stocker 
steers May-Feb. 
· Dec'-Feb. 
350 
550 
I.nvestment in catt:le average 
22.91 1603 .. 70 20 
19.05 4167.20 40 
$lSSO.OO for 1 months 
7l1-l6 • 20 for 3 · rtLonths 
Weighted average. for 10 montha =$3519 .. 86 
685 20.85 2856.40 
685 20.85 571:!.80 
' ' ' .......... -. --·- -- ------- ______ ..,. _, _____ ..,,_ .... ____ ...., ______ ---•!!111'-·"8~- ..,, ... ---~ ... -~->a>--.... -- ..... ,_. .. ___ . ..._ __ ,..,_. ___ --- ______ .,... __ "-~--..... .-, . ...,., 
Variable Costs, 
Steers 
Alfalfa-Hay 
Sorghtrm. fodder 
Vet. expense 
Minerals 
Hauling and Comni.is-
:dons 
:Oe.ath loss 
Unit 
~
7000 22 •. 91 
l,b. 19.05 
Ton 25.00 
l'on 17.00 
Animal .. 40 
Animal 60 .15 
Animal 60 1.00 
:Z percent .of steer sales 
!etut1:ts to Pasture, Capital and Operator's t.abor 
Total Co.st 
---~-
1603.70 
4191.00 
100.00 
136.00 
24.00 
9.00 
420.00 
171 .. 38 
$6655.08 
1914.12 
1Native stocking rate, 1:10 for 6 months. Buy for native in May and 
graze until November or later. Sell in late :i:"ebruary to early March. Buy 
350 lb. calves w1licl1 gain .95 lb. for 210 days, Hay to November.. Buy 40 
additional steers weigb..ing 550 lbs. when and if wheat pasture is available .. 
Graze the 60 head u.ntil March 1 · axid sell 685 lb. feede1.rs. Gain on small 
grain is 1.5 lbs. per day for 90 days. Stllcking rate is 1:5 or 3.0 acres 
per steer. Alfalfa hay fed du.ring estimated 10 days when small grain 
cannot be pastured. Sorghm.u hay is fed free choice to bettor utilize 
protein content: of small gratn pasture .. 
fAllLI XX 
PASTURE Mm FEIDIMG Pt.AW FOR. A STOCDR ... n,:EDER PROGRAM ON A 480 ACRE 
FAlti IN NOit',CH CEZ.."T!AL OIQAHO!>f..A 
.... ~--~ ............. ~ .... ~ ............... ~ .... ~~~------~ - --,,.,~~~~·~----~~ .......................... ~~.,.,...,..,._,......, ............. ~~~ .................. ~~~~--~-
Feed Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 
Native 
Past:ut:e 
.ooo .. ooo 
Srnall Grain .8 
Pasture 
Ci;op 
Residue 
Alfailfa 
liay 
.oos 
20002 
.9 
.oos 
2000 
.ooo 
•• 
--·-
... 
l 
.ooo 1.0 
~--
-- ·--
~- .... 
June July Aug. Sept. Oct. . Nov. . l)ee. Total 
1.0 1.0 · 1.0 1.0 
..,,.. 
.. ,. ~- llljll>--
--Ii!!' ... 
-· 
-""""'-· 
,;,i,..W,. 
--
>Ii!>·• .... 
1.0 .ooo 
.s 
.4 
-~ .OS · 
--
2000 
.000 l: 10 for 
6 mo. i: .... Steers ••. ;m .• u. 
.9 
...... 
.005 
2000 4 'l'or,s 
............ ~~~~.-,--~ .... ~------~--------........... ~_.. ........ ____ ~~ .... --............. ~~--~ .... --............ -. ......... ._ .... ~~--.... ~~~~~ .... ~~ ........ --.... ~~~ .... --..... ..-~ .... ~--~--~ ....... ~ ..... 
Sorghum. .. 195 
Fodder 6000 
Cattle Inventory: 
Stocker .. 60 
Feeder 
.09.5 
4000 
60 
... ""' ~~ w• 
..... 
--
,._ 
0 0 20 
.. ..,. 
---
•!I!!!' 
--
,._ 
.05 • 095 
..... M- .,... .. 
--
.... 2000 4000 
20 20 20 20 20 20 60 
ll?art: of total animal unit month req,uirettient provided to the herd by di:fferen.t·feed sources. 
2:,ounds of :feed needed to supplement the available pasture. 
8 Tons 
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price tn May, 2 a. three cent loss in price is taken on the 20 ani.-na.ls pur .. 
chased then. A small ga.in in price is obtained on the fall purchased 
cattle. The loss is a cost of flexibility in the operation but: the gain 
in returns to land, labor and capital indicate the desirability of the 
plan... Gains in this plan over previous ones are the result .of feed 
saving.s and efficiency of the steers. lt is true O·f the steei- operation 
that gains. put on the animals ean be sold. In order fo.r a cow herd to 
eompete with efficiency of the steers, productivity of feeds must be 
carefully controlled. That is,,. gains forthcoming from feeds and pasture 
,are profitable only if they show up directly or indirectly in weight and 
quality of the salable product. 
Table XXI is useful in analysis o.f the major differences between the 
livestock systems. The mo,at important difference is the feed r~uir.ement. 
Thus if assumptions relat.ing to these feed reqt.d.rements are very far 
wrong., the effect on results might be significant. It is probable that 
the most extreme err.ctr which could be made with regard to feed is that 
feed costs are the sam.e between all plans. Line three of Table XU gives 
a comparison o.f the sys.tems with this being the case. The systems main .. 
tain their relation. to each other but with lesser degree of difference. 
Capital required 1.s considered: to be a major point upon whi:ch the farmer 
would base a. eltoice of system. Line four indicates tltat capital require ... 
ments are not greatly different for the plans on the average. It is true 
that in the winter periods a high investment is nee~sary with the.buy-
sell operation. A ,charge is included in variable costs for death loss. 
2James s. Plaxico and Jackson t. James., .ytfieef Cattle Prices/" 
Oklal:wma Experiment Station Bulletin Mo. B-486,, pp. 9-17. -- · 
This was based on the.cleat~ percentage u:sed for 16 year pasture records· 
kept at the Woodward. Experiment Station. This percentage .bJJ..s been 
doubled due to the eon.ceutration of mi.imals in. cold weather. A <;.harp 
is .inc.luded for vaccination with penicillin as this may be necessary 
when buying and· selling cattle.. A cow- herd requires some level of capi ... 
tal Yisk throughout the year. As this is not an a11nual expendtture,, it 
is sOl!letimes regarded as less risky than the buy-s.ell operation which 
requires an. annual ca.sh outlay. It. should be realbed tha.t the coatinued 
investment in cows does eoostitute allocation of dollar resources ~'he 
same as purchase of steers. 
'IIA''Dlt r,, ~· 1 
.Lft.UllJl..'.j ~~. 
A COMPARISON QI' UVE.S'l'OC;K SYStEM ALTERNATIVES . FOR 
A 48(). ACB FARM IN NO:B.'ffl CE~ OW11$fA 
.Resent 
"-'.-.~~~calf) 
Returns to, fixed factors 769.20 
difference from present ..... 
Fe.ed Costs 948.00 
difference from present 
leturns to fixed costs 1717.20 
(feed excluded) 
Average investment ... amount 3900.00 
- period 12 months 
Variable costs 1016 •. 40. 
excluding cattle 
purchased 
1474.$5 
705.15 
421.00 
527.00 
1895.35 
322.5 .. 00 
12 months 
921.35 
Bt1y•Sell $ .. 
1914.l! 
1144.92 
2.36.00 
712.00 
3519.86 
10: months 
860 .. 38 
1source of data are. Tables xv. XVII. XIX o,f this thesis.. The alter ... 
native systems are explained in the.respective tables. 
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A11other basis upon which the farmer might select lais U.vestock system. 
is the arrcunt .and quality of labor and/or: 1:nanagem~nt 1:~equfred. the p~ae .. 
tice of buying cattle of a .$pt!cifica.lly desired 1dncl and quality reCrtuires 
both sktU and time. Though m,any fan:ners t1ould 'ha;11e th~ time and skill* 
tbis may be a val:ht er:U:icism o:f: t:he p!'opo$ad sys<texlls. To lessen the 
economic weight of this criticism, a charge ha.a l;;een made in each o.f the 
huy-sell operations for eosts of purchase. Thh was ,"fade on the basis o.f 
orde;:- buyer eharges for selectin.3 a class of cattle destred. Hauling 
clun'ges are also includ~d. It is probable that greater operation.al skill 
io required with a cow-calf herd tna:n a steer-heifer operation. 
These crunreents eon-elude co;iaideration of tba fat'llle1:- criteria set 
forth in the. baginning. Final choice of a system is dep;iandent upon the 
famer'ls weighti.ng of the criteria' s importance. In any ca.se, it seems 
tb.at the shift away from cow-calf bards results in maximizatfott and/or 
minimization of the relevant criteria. 
A choice the farmer must mttke :l.s hetwaetl a cash. crop such. <'ls bar l.ey 
and a land use :br.rolving di:reet utUiz4tion of the crop by livestock. 
Tllese. would in¢lude mostly pasture crops since forau;e crop.s were assigned 
a valite relative to alfalfa and compared in Chapter IX.. Sm.all grain 
past1.n:-e is the altenuit:ive to be evaluated here. I 1t is compared t.1i:th a 
cash barley CJ:'(),p whteb.• along -tdth oats, is the r:JWst profitable casl1. crop 
afteir wheat. 
Table XXIl provides the data necessary for the small grain pasture 
1:r1i.~ture ev~;iuation.. Retun1s resulting from the decision. to graze a mu. .. 
ture$ rathe1· than combine barley., c~ in a zt!,!mber of ways,;. The first: 
but most uneert:a.b1 way is fro11.1 earlier pasture 1:n the fall. 'l't1is results 
from presence of barley in the 111ixture and early planting. tt is valued 
TABLE XXII 
:&fflMATJm COSTS AND UTURNS RESULTING FROM UTILIZATION OF AN 
ACRE OF SMALL. GRAIN AS A PASTURE CROP ON A 480 ACRE 
FARM IN NORTH CENTRAL ORLAHOMA 
Returns Cain Price Value 
Early pasture 15 lbs. $2L,2S 3.19 
Higher stocking rate 5 lbs. !1.25 1.06 
Spring grazing 113 21.25 24.01 
Price advantage 2.74 
Total returns to one acre $31.00 
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-----------------........ ___________ ·--·--~----------------·-----'111!1'---·------·------
Variable Costs: Unit 
-
Amount Price 
Past;ur~ costs Acre l 9.62 
Vet. ~~,e steer l .20 
Minerals ,steer 1 , .10 
Sorghum hay cwt. 2 .60 
Death loss (2. percent of the steer value., $163.61). 
Net returns to one acre ·of land plus necessary 
labo.r and capital 
9.62 
.20 
.10 
1.20 
3.20 
$14.32 
$16.68 
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in the bud;et as 30 additional days grazing in the fall at a stocking rate 
of 1 A..U. per five acres. with a rate of gain of 1.5 pounds per day. For 
the stee-ri, used in the pl.an. this would re_sult in 15 pounds of gain per 
acre.3 
Due to the use of a mixture.,. planted early espeeia)ly for pasture, 
somewhat higher stocking rates could be expected during the usua~ grazing 
period. December l through March 1. One A .• u,. to 4,.5 ac·res of small gr.tin 
mixture is used as a stocking rate. This results in additional income ever" 
that forthcoming from small grain planted for g,:ain. Wheteas the gain· ex ... 
pected from -one acre is 4.5 pounds for •the: 90 day pe:dad at a sto-~king rate 
.of l to S, ,the gain would b.e SO pounds at the rate of l to 4; s. · This ts 
a net of 5 pounds of beef to credit to the mixture. 
The period,. March l to May 15,. provides mc;,st of ta, returns for thi$ 
alternative. Here the stocking rate is 1 A..u. to 1.4 aelies of 1.0 acre 
for the steers used. which are .7 of an A..U. fhe gain in beef forthcoming 
is 1.s pounds per day on 1.0 acres. There is then a net gain of 113 pounds 
over 15 days. The to.tal additional . beef forthcoming is ls I s I 113 !: 133 
pounds. · 
Data by ~laxico and James indicate that traditionally a gain in pric-e 
' per pound would be. obtained by waiting from March to May to sell the class 
of cattle used. The class used., as in previou~ budgets, is ~ood ~o choice 
feeder•stocker steers bought in. the· fall '•ighing 500 pounds, and in this 
ease-,.. sold in May t>1eighing 785 pounds. The pr:iees. using l9SO•S5 levels, 
would be $to.as if the animal were sold in Mar:ch and $21~25 if sold in May. 
31 A.u.:S acres ts comparable to .6 A.u.i·3 acres. The 500 pound 
st:eeTs then at 1.5 pounds per day would gain 45 p.ounds on 3 acres in 
30 days or 15 pounds per acre in 30 days. 
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Assuming a 685 pound steer is sold in March under a plan where grain is 
harvested, this additional $.40 per hundred times 685 pounds is a credit 
for the pasture mixture crop.4 
Table XXII shows selected variable cost items relating to this alter-
native. Costs are allocated to one acre according to the stocking rate. 
The returns forthcoming are enumerated and given a value. The residue 
remaining is $16.68 from which rent on the land (or interest and taxes), 
labor and capital costs are still to be paid. ln comparing this alterna-
tive with barley, we may refer back to Chapte.r IV and find the correspon--
ding figure of $21.33 for barley. It is therefore unprofitable to adopt 
the grazing alternative. lt should be pointed out that the grazing rates 
are strictly estimates of average rates over a period of years. They 
may therefore vary a great deal. It is evident though that a stocking 
rate to all.ow competition with cash barley must be heavy. 
Utilization of crops other than small grain for pasture has not been 
budgeted here. This decision was reached after the small grain pasture. 
mixture made a weak showing as a substitute for a cash small grain crop. 
Since other crops are less profitable than small grains, due to area 
adaptation., it is evident tha.t pasture crops likely have the same relation-
ship. The possibility of complimentarity between inputs should not be 
overlooked. That is some combinations of time of buying cattle and a 
pasture crop may result in additional profit over that otherwise possible. 
An attempt to take advantage of complimenta.rity is ma.de in the organization 
of whole farm systems of resource use. 
4685 pounds x $.40 = $2.74 is the credit for the price advantage 
with a one steer per acre stocking rate. 
CHAPTER VI 
COMPARISON OF PRESENT AND ALTER!~TIVE 
FARMING SYSTEMS 
All tables 11 budgets and discussion tltus far were designed to pro-
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vide data for this chapter. The stage has now been reached in the plan .. 
ning process where comparisons of resource useis can be made on a whole 
farm basis. Previous chapters have allowed comparisons between alterna-
tive enterprises and practices. 
Again,. the established farmer criteria for allocation of resources 
can be used. These are profitableness, amount of risk assumed, flexi-
bility allowed and capital or labor requirements. The procedure will be 
:to combine enterprises into different farm organizations in such a way 
as to result .in varying degrees of maximization and minimization of the 
criteria. It is not possible to compare all resource combinations by 
the budgeting process because of time limitations. It is intended that 
the three farm organizations budgeted b~ those most useful to a farmer 
faced with making immediate resource use decisions. 
The data for th, following budgets are obtained fr.om the various 
crop and livest.eek alternatives budgeted previously. For example, cash 
production costs for .barley are obtained.by multiplying per acre costs 
computed in. Chapter IV by number of acres of barley in the plan. Total 
sales for a crop are obtained similarily. Livestock expenses and re-
ceipts are determined by use of the livestock budgets in Chapter v. 
Some adjustment for numbers of animals is necessary when working with 
S9 
lWinter pasture. Thate same data can. be used by farmers 01: other agrieul• 
tural wrker.s in compa:rins· other possible res~uree use ~ystents·~ .Adjust.-
meats c~ be 1nade where necessary to · fit part:tcu.la;: situations· Sttch as 
. . . 
larger fa:rms, less fertile soils and personal preferences~ 
A partial budget of the present typical farm organization is presen-
ted in Table Xxtti~ This orgab:at:ton was discussed in Chapter III. It 
is described as a ''cow .. calf .. rougb~ge .. sash grainu .system. Observed 
1'1eaknesses 11.1 this s.ysten., measured by degree of farm family . goal attain-
ment, have been indicated throughout this thesis. These obse:rvations are 
specific crops involved. Typical changes are use of fe,:tilizer. selection 
of higher quality or adapted seed and adjustment of seeding dates. This 
budget is prepared to measure the effect o.f adoption of i:-ecommended prae.• 
of a :few feed cro;11, acres. 
Grazing intensity is regarded as a practice •. thus the present heavy 
' , . , ' 
tr1e 'Usual size of CO'tf b.erd. in half. The reduetioo in. cow herd sizEt re-
sults in under utilization of small grain past~e unless additional an.i .. 
111 the fall depend.ing on the a;-\railability of pasture.. As a result of 
th.e decrease in eow numbers,.. less hay is needed and the excess is sold. 
Forage sorghum acres not needed for hay produetion a?;'e converted to grain 
'I'RJ!EE · ALTERNA'I'lVE CROPFUlG SYSTEMS FOR A 480 ACiVE FARM IN 
NORTH~. Ol<LAHOMA. 
:. Croe 
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Wheat: Oats: Grain : Alfalfa: Forage· :Total 
Alternative: 
Present with Present 
Practices ''Co,J-,Calf -
Cash Grain ... Rougha.gen 
Acres 
Production 
Amount Sold 
Receipts$ 
Cash expense~ 
Pre.sent ivith Improved 
:t>ractiees °Cow-Calf .. 
Ca.sh Gtain - Roughage0 
Acres 
Production 
Amount Sold 
Cash expense$ 
*'Buy-Sell - Cash Grain'' 
Acres 
Production (Bu} 
Amount Sold (Bu) 
n.eceipt:s $ 
216 
3240 
3240 
5994 
1106 
216 
3672 
3612 
6793 
1486 
216 
3672 
3672 
6793 
1486 
: . Somhum: Sorahum: 
bu 
bu 
bu 
bu 
90 
1890 
1818 
u.54 
430 
90 
3150 
3078 
2462 
590 
144 
3144 
3574 
3895 
995 
20 
bu 280. 
bu 170 
207 
64 
23 
bu 391 
bu 281 
343 
69 
........ 
---
%1 13 
bu 25.2 T 19.5 'T 
bu .... , ... 
227 168 
21. 10 
bu 33.6 T 16.0 T 
bu 25.6 T 3 
640 51 
389 135 
...., ___ ...., 
----
360 
.. ..... 
1655 
1995 
360 
~--·-
10289 
2669 
360 
.,. ... 
----·-•· 
10688 
2481 
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TABLE XXIV 
'!'HR.El ALl'ERNATIVI LIVESTOCK SYSTEMS FOR A. 480 ACRE FARM 
IN NORTH CENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
Cows Replace-: 
men ts 
Alternative 
Present with Present 
Practices "Cow-Calf 
Ca•h Grain .. Roughage" 
Number 16 
Product sold cull 
Amount sold 3 
Value$ 370 
Present with Improved 
Practice.a 11cow-Calf • 
Cash Grain - oughage" 
Number 8 
Product sold cull 
Amount sold 1 
Value$ 123 
1'Buy-Sell • Cash Gl:'ain" 
Number 
Product sold 
--
ount sold 
Value 
4 
cull 
1/2 
74 
2 
..... 
.... 
Cattle 
Bulls Calves: 
. . 
. . 
1 15 
cull 600 lb. 
feeder 
1/3 11 
66 1376 
1/% 8 
Feeder :Total 
Stockers : 
... 1-886 
40 
600 lb . 685 lb . 
feeder feeder 
6 40 
7S1 5713 6587 
72 
--
685 lb . 
feeder 
72 
10,.283 10.283 
the tllird alternative in Table lCUll is ea.:tled a 0 buy .. sell - cash 
gra:inu system. The plim. is to select the most profitable erop* excluding 
wheat. and to grow it to the exclusion of all .others. The et"op used is 
barley; helsrever. oats would be equally as profitable except for the addi-
tional gra:dng afforded by barley. The prosent co'\'Y.*calf system is replaced 
by a buy-sell steer ope~ation. Steers are bouglit in May ·to utili,ze native 
pasture and a-gain in tiovembe:r to :.itilize small grain pasture. Use of land 
to produce the less p1;0:fitab!e fornie crops is avoided by growing barley 
and lmying hay with: a portion of the receipts. 
The three fart!iing oystcr:w. budgeted a1:e sunmarized in Table 10W. This 
table tdll be useful for reference in the following sys.tern comparisons .. 
'!'hese corrrparisons are mada by considering in order tlle previously na.11ed 
farmer test,s. 
Differer.1.ces in returm:i between pr.esent systo:ms with pr.,sent and im-
proved practices emphasize the farportsnce. of the better practices. Use of 
fertilizer, fall seeding of ot.:H.:s and adJust1uru:1t of pasture stocking rates 
account for most of the $2000 increase in returns to capital, lab,:.r and 
lan.d. An adoit:i.ona1 $900 ca.'1 be obtained by deletion of lowe:.: profit 
crops such 11s gra:iri sorf;hum and for.uses and substiti.Jt:ion of barley. Part 
ox :the $900 is attributed to elin1ination of the caw-herd in favot" of a 
buy .. sel1 operatio11... The. additional retu:rus possible are not uecessarily 
st!ffieient reason for adoption of one, syatet.1 over a.11.other; thus the otI1er 
f~:.1.rn1er choice criteria are considered. 
A farmer may prefer a lower but more certain i..i!lcome rathet than a 
potentially higher bL; .. t rnore uncertliin one. This introduces the consider .. 
ation of risk. 
Questions concerning risk might be: 
l. What are the chances of losing .different levels of capital 
or income in some time period such as a year? 
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2. What would be the consequences if a possible. loss should aew.r? 
(Consequences relating to family welfare and ability to eon-
ti.ni.te farming .efficiently are in)portant eonsidei-at:ions .) 
3. Could the potential loss be reduced in some w:a:y with.out a pro .. 
portionately large decrease in incOllle. potential? 
In budgeting the various eropa.1 yields wex-a used which include good, 
average and pooit years. Tl1erefe>re,. if a plan is made eevering a period 
such as five or ten years., the occasions when losses are experienced 
should be offset by high: profit years. Concern in consideration of ri&k 
then is on shorter pertc.nls o.f time when unusual conditions may endanger 
the capital position. of the. farmer. 
The crops used in the proposed 11buy .. sell .. cash grain° plan actually 
have less risk associated. 1.iitb them than the summer crops used in the 
present plan. this is true because droughts• the major ·m~ather factor., 
would noma:U.y hurt summe-r crops worse than the cool season ones. In the 
rare event of a vel."y dry fall and winter and wet summer. summer catch 
.crops can be us.ed. The additional acres of small gra.im;: u.sed in the pro• 
posed plan would not be impo't"ta.nt enough in the farmers income to endan-
.ger his economic welfare in t!te eve11.t of hail or storm loss. ?lle. addi-
tion.al cash input necessary with improved practices adds to the certainty 
of small grains. 
The posslbi.lity that the proposed steer operation may be more risky 
than the cow-herd has be.en previously discussed. This possible risk is 
associated. witll investment per unit of ti.me rather than with the general 
TAI.ILE XXV 
Stll>1!:l43.Y OF THllEE ALT!l:UMATIVJZ CRGAN!Z...\TIONS OF A 480 
ACRE FARM ON Ia&-ra..A!ID-RENFROW-TABLER SOII,S 
IN NORTH CENTP.AL OKLAHOMA 
Present .Present 
nca.sh Grain - , . · With 
. cow-Calf ~ Improved 
Rou&hage J?ractices 
Crop Sales 
livestock Sales 
Total Sales 9, 54.1.,00 
Variable Costs 
Crop 1;995.00 
Livestockl S8.,00 
Liv~stock Purchased 100.00 
An11aal Ca.sh Outlay 2, 163,.00 
Artnt1al Cash Outlay 
Excluding Liv1astoek 
Purchased 2.,063.00 
Return to Capital, Labor 
and Land used in:Spt!icifiea 
Enterprises 7,378.00 
Difference from Present 
$10,289.00 
5,.587.00 
16,876.00 
2,669.00 . 
500.00 
4,241.00 ·. 
7,410.00 
,,466.00. 
!,088.00 
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11Buy-Sell -
Cash Grainn 
$10,.688.00 
10,.283.00 
2,481.00 
1~118.00 
1 ;os~.oo 
10,320.00 
!,952.00 
Est1.mated M.vestock 
Investment 
1,150 .00(9:;jll§.J~J,8$0 .. 00(1 m<) .. ) 
7 •650.,00(3 ·iuo.) 7;416.00(.3 mo.) 
Weighted Average for 12 months 
(Livestock Investment) 3,900.00 3,,225.00. 
· .·(10 months) 
. 3,600.00 ' 
\,ivestoak variable costs were obtained by adjusting the costs given 
in Table XV, XVII and XIX for .the correct number of animals. 
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p-raetiee of buying .and selling. Charges 1111re in¢luded in the budpts as 
insu1rauce agai*9t certain possible losses. For example., cos.ts tfere in• 
eluded for orde!:' buyers. vaccination and death loss. l.ot1$er periods of 
time. would thus balance out favorabl~ and un,avorable occut:ances ~t the 
short-run cr:i.tical period must be faced. The amount of eapita,l :requtred 
uitb the "b:uy-:1~ell11 1.e concentl.'ated ~~ t1-e 1{intC!r months t'£tth~r than 
throughout the ye1',r as is the case wi;th a .cow herd,. This may constitute 
high risk in the tnind of one farm~ but no.t to .anothe:r,. depending on. his 
confidence in his ability to manage the animals properly during the high 
investment pe~iod. 
The exact amount of risk and income desired must be selected by 
individuals directly concerned. There are·some measures which can reduce 
the possible magnitude :if riek. Seeding part of the acres in fall oats 
:sacrifices pasture but could be beefieial in years of heavy insect in-
festation. Number of cattle purchased can be based on som 1•rtsk-.capitalf·' 
restriction rather than pastu?.'e availability. This would result in a· 
6£lcl."ifiee of potential income. Moisture conditions may also be such in 
$.Onle y~T!'e the.t f~rtil:lamr should: not be used. 
Flexibility is defined as t1te ability to shift resou1;ee uses with 
relatively liow losses o.f cui.tpital or. income. T:1t,a 1buy-sell - cash grain" 
alternative has :mre flexibility than the pres.eat pl.ans due chiefly to 
the livestock systems. As is true with the present plan. 4 su!lffller crop 
. .. 
w.ay be t1:ied in the event of a Stttall grain failure. · The cattle opera.tiou 
is flexible in that numbers can be. re~u;l:J.ly adjusted to the feecl supply. 
• . . . . ! . 
Steers or heifers are readily salable.at. $1Y time. A. eow herd cannot. 
normally be t:edw:ed at: short notic.e, withoui' a ~acrifice in price. This 
! . 
is true because cow value is ~sed offboth breeding and beef value. 
An emergency sale usua.llJ results in a pri~e based 011 beef val~e alone. 
! 
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Under the present system :the cow herd is of't:en fed during periods 
of scarce pasture a.s an alternative to selling. This dffl:lta not allow 
taking advantage of feed .. cattl.e prie:e ratios whieh va:ry from year to year .. 
In many years the feed or money invested in feed could be used more profit:-· 
ably in alternatives other than the cow herd. 
From the. longer run point of view the flexibility of the thl'ee sys-
tems are similar. Machinery for faming small grain 1s. maintained at 
about the same level as is now fou11.d on mo.st farms. As items such as 
self .. propelled combines. depreciate to, the stat.e where they need to be. 
replaced• earefu.1 eonaideration of the alternative of hiring custom opera-
tors should be made. 
Annual cash requirement.a a'.C'e qui.re different '.between plans. About 
$8000· of additlonal easb: expenses are necessary unde-r the most profitable 
plan. Of this,,, about: f7000 is used for purchase of cattle. This does not 
represent .a net addition to capital needed -as from $3500 to $4500 are 
presently invested in ea:ttle during a year. The net additional capital i.$ 
then about f.3500. The additional returns are in part p!IJ1ll.ent for the in-
ereasecl capital requiieement. 
As was mentioned in the di.seussion on flex:ibi.lity,, more capital is 
not require:d :in the foni of maclu.nery or buildings. Haying e,utpment now 
on the fam ie noe needed under the ''buy-sell ... cash gratut• alternative. 
'lite use o·f. fer.tilizer r$JU.:Ltres investment of approximately noo in a ck-ill 
fertilizer attachment. 
The addition of S4 ac1:es .of small gr.am could po$$.ibly be lees profit ... 
•ble than another crop tUlder same machinery- labor situations. If this 
acreage req11:lres the hiring of custom operators for eomb!nu,.g,. it would 
result in a three dellu .per acre adc.tittoua.l coa:t. Si.nee barley and/or 
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oats wex"ta mare profitable than alfalfa beeause · of their pasture produ·e ... 
tion., the value of the pasture would have to exeeed three dollars in this 
situation. lt would normally be worth at lEu1st this amount. It is not 
the usual case that labGt' and machinery would be fully utilized. · 
As is true under present plans, labor is hired for combining and 
plowing undeT the proposed plan~ Drilling at the prop•r time is stressed 
$0 that some labor or custom work might be hired at that time. Handling 
of cattle would. be concentrated during the winter when alternative uses 
for labor are fe.w. 
The· newly enacted Conservation Reserve Program of.fers still anether 
alternative for use of land resources. Insofar a.s present labor and 
capital investments l:'ep·re.sent fixed costs. to the farmer, and he has 
limited alternative,s for operating funds,. it ~uld be more profitable 
to farm the land until Conseivation Reserve·payments'reach at least fif-
teen dollars per acre per year. This assumes some payment for sacrifice 
of leisure and for risk, as the per acre returns from barley are actually 
more than twenty dollars. 
Fam programs destgne.d to ~l!duce fam output beve n•cesaitated: a 
~,&alloeatiml of resoure,u1 oo wheat farms in north oentral Oklahoma. 
ir.arners: tu;1,ve land., labor Md other pr:odu,ation fac.:toi-& fomerly usetl in the 
p!i'oduetion. of wheat for wbieh alternat.ive employ:menta must be selected. 
this study was undei:-taken ta p1r0:nde eu:tdes for farmer.s faeed w1th sueb 
reallocation whereby th~y may select n.sour.ee use plane which wUl .lead 
to the mo$t: $atisfaetory result.s. under existi:ns ci.1."<!masta.nce-s. 
This thesis applies to fama located on Table1i'·, Kt:ddan.d and 1\en:ft:~t 
soils which lie generally in eastern Garfield~. Grant counties., key and 
iioble counties. In range o:f the .si,ie studied. app.l:tcation to other farms 
will depend on 4imilarity ~f resource input: and product output. 
!be area was s&'Ut)led by 1Jehedule during· the swmuer of 1955 to deter ... 
mine tbe present usual resource emplo~t aw! resulting outputs. Members 
of the t.;gronomy and. Animal Husbandry Deputme~ts of Oklshom Agricultural 
and Mechanical College p~uvi.ded Gatimates for alternativ~ retouree uses 
ei\teh 4$ increasing fert1 lizer and changi~g the live$toek Sf$t(;1ll. 'these 
estimates required application of experimental result• to the s,ituation 
oa farms in the area. 
A 480 acre farm on Tabler, lUrkland and tten.frow soils was 1.uied as a 
Htypieel't :farm. It tfas tb.o~bt that this fam was re!)resent.at:ive af many 
ene man, counerclal wheat fa~ of the area. It W'i$S considered to 11£lve 
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360 cultivated acres. :216 of which comprised the ·wheat allottmmt. It 
was assumed that the Tem&ining act:'eage was allocated to oats.. alfalfa 
$id sorghum: and t~t the p1res~t livestock system was" eow-~alf herd. 
A comparison of resource use alternatives within and between crop 
. . ·\ ;': . 
·fflteq>d,ses was mad, tn Chapter XV. This involved. evaluation of present 
' • ' • \ • ' t I ' I ,', • •' <• '1 a • 
p,:aet.tees such as tilling, seedtag rates •. seed quality,. use of fer.tiU.~ 
\ . . • ' i . ' . ,'" . . ' . . ~ ~ ' . ' ' . ' . • . 
21ers ~d; t_tmi~. .An estimate of tlite r~sult of us1ug presen~ practices, 
as well ~s recommended prac:tiees., . was made by determining the relevant 
' '. . ' .. . . . '\ ''" ' . . .. . . . ' .. 
va:riable coa~s ass.oc:lated tri.t:h the practice. : Production res~lt~ng from 
the combinations o.f ptesent er proposed practices was estimated by ag .. 
1;onomists. With the .application o.f appropriate prices representing short-
. '. . . . 
run expee.ta.tiou. a eomparison of net re.turns to fixed production factors 
was made for alternative set:$. of ·production practices. ·The "retums tG 
land, labol' and eapitattt wei::a used to coq:>are· e.rop enterprises. Wheat 
appeared to be most profitable. Barley and oats were more pirofitable 
' . . . . . 
tlum alfalfa ,due to· tlte possib.Uity of winter gra.z.ing. Forage crops did 
' . . 
not prove es profitable as the eash crops. 
J,.ivestock praettces and alternatives were evaluated in Chapter v. 
'' 
One hundred and four aeras of natiye range and 180 acres of small graiu 
pasture were auumed as the fixed resources to be utilized by livestock •. 
capital an4 la~r wer~ impl1c.i.tly assumed to ,'be unlimited; however,. 
feeder operations we-re excluded. 'lhe present eow-ealf system, a cow-
calf .. buy-~11 system., and a str-ic:tly buy-sell system were compared on 
the ba$ia of return expectat.ions. risk.,. flexibility ad capital or labor 
requirements • 
.. ,, : 
·'?he. , .. buy-sell'' type operations appeared to be about $1100 more pro-
:fi.ta'ble than the 0 cow,.aa1.f'* ad $400 lllOre profitable than the eotnbination 
,o 
of the two.. Thia additionacl profit 'Wlls .adjudged to come fr.om a redtu:tion. 
in feed requirements (fitti.ng livestock plan to the available pastu:re) 
and tl!Ot'e efficient use of feeds (p-0:unds of beef sold per pound of feed or 
pasture consumed),. An add.iU.onal capital requirement: was experienced 
id.th the buy-sell oper.atfons wb.ich may be interpreted ~ an addition to 
ri.sk by some farmers. The buy-sell. operation adds irea.tly to flexibility 
as IZt:tttle numbers :may he adjusted to match variable feed supplies., 
The final s,tep of the study was te combine liv,utock and crop enter .. 
pt-ises into the farm unit o.f 480 acres. The alternative organizations 
campared were rteow-calf ... easlt grain ~ roughage0 (present phu:t); 'fcow-
calf - cash gra.tn "' rougha;e0 (present plan. wit:b :b:rrproved practices) and 
11buy ... :s.eU. - cash gratnn. T'ne present plans: differed only by practices 
and the analysis indicated that improved practices resulted in an ad.di ... 
tionat $2000 returns to fixed factorswer the present plan with present 
practices. The ''buy .. seU .. cash grain:'' alternative provided highest 
retum expectations .. 
Profitability :was only oae of the c:d.t:erion. on which famer.s were 
assUtlled t.o make resource employment decisions; therefore., risk, uncer ... 
tainty. and caplta.1 and labor requirements were evaluated for the three 
plans.. the inclusion cf barley in the buy-seU. altetnat1ve added to the 
certainty of the operation as its yield is.less variable than that of 
alternative BUtt!l'.'!Ier crops. A 11buy .. selrt livestock: ope.ration would not 
necessarily be more risky than a 11<:ow-calf" operati.o:n is under the price 
situation assumed. 'the avetage e.1pital requ1remeiit increase iu. the more 
profitable plans may eonsti.tute an increase in risk to some farmers. 
Flexibility ia f.nereased by e.dopting either of tlte two more profitable 
plans over the present one. 
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AfflNOlX TABLE 1 
COtrn?IGl:B!~s. 011' VARiABILlff FOl\ BARU'f jl'll) OAT GRAIN· YIBtDsl 
1941 31.3 30.9 :34.0 ,.., ... '0.) 39.3 
1942 14.0 23.t ll.8 .. '"' - .. 1943 22.9 lB .. 5 23.7 
"" 
.. .. 28.7 
1944 S4.8 54.6 61.6 
-
• !'l!", .. 
1945 46.1 19.1 .47.3 ... ... .. 68.3 
194G 28.6 30.3 23.l 44.3 $8.9 62.3 59.6 
1947 39.4 41.1 37.t 65.l 65.5 12.2 61.3 
1948 22.6 23.6 23.0 S2.'7 40.2 44.2 51.7 
1949 40.0 ::r1.s 30.9 73.0 Sl.l 53.3 43.5 
1950 38.8 l1-0 •. 5 ss.e 0 0 0 30.9 
1951 21.s 24.3 22.1 0 0 0 22.1· 
1952 55.4 49.6 59'.5 55.3 61.$ 68.9 28.9 
1953 .$3.6 54.1 49.7 47.4 44.l 42.! 1s.a 
1954 12.1 1s.2 12.7 17.4 sa.o 36.! Uh2_ 
1955 ~.6 10.0 6.6 15.1 .28.l 32.3 11.3 
Nuniber of Years 15 15 15 10 10 10 13 
Average Yield 32. 15 32 •. 87 3!..37 37.o 38.S 41.! 41.63 
St:anda:td. fJ~viation 15.63 14.15 16.74 26.13 23.46 25.45 20.26 
Coeffieienf: Qf 
Variation 41.1 '*S.O .51. 7 12.2 60~5 61.2 48.66 
~- ~~~~--------~~~--.... --~ ........ ~ ................ ..., 
45 .• 4 
-
30.3 
85-.6 
"l'J. 7 
69.2 
64.3 
47.9 
50.0 
48.4 
33.6 
31.9 
67.5 
26.2 
H.l 
14 
t,9.01 
20.96 
42.76 
.~ 
... 
·-
;o.s 
45.0 
66.4 
25.9 
O.'O 
85.8 
s1.s 
o.o 
8 
46.39 
35.35 
76.2 
.. 
.. 
... 
95.6 
41.7 
,1.a 
30.5 
o.o 
79.S 
58.4 
o.o 
8 
47.91 
36.,24 
75.6 
.-,~· -,_. '"""""'-"""' 
l?hese. d.ata. were pro,vided by :ow. A. :M. Schlehuber> Oklabi;m:ia Agr.tetlltural . and r'.{e.ehaniaal. CoUeg~ 
Asronomy Depart.inent; boweve~, .. Pal:"t ate contained in;; .. sc.hlehuber, A •.. M.,11,. et:ali'.Oat;V'at:i!;tx·.·an4 Cultural 
Test:, in Olilahoma l.9!S .. 1947.1• Oklahonv}. Experiment Station Bulletin 367,. ,., 8.. Al@,t,>Jebnson,, 1 •. H. and 
.A. M. lcliiehuber~ U~rbine.2 .f.. •. Wew !,~ine .Vartet;z. j;! 
Lubricant 
Motor 011 
Labor 
BaU.ng 
~eJ:Phosphate 
time 
Barley seed!./ 
Rye seed 
Ve.teh s~ 
aedlan la.fir 
Stock salt 
All cattle 
Aff!NDIJ{ TABtl n 
0 ft:tCIS l?AD BY FAlt4mlS'' USED IN fflE SmDY 
Unit 
Gallon 
Pound 
Gallon 
Bale 
Bushel 
Bushel 
Bushel 
Pound 
100 pounds 
100 pounds 
100 pounds 
Pound 
l.00 pounds 
100 pounds 
100 pot.mds 
1/ AU .seed prices in.elude cost of treating and• cleaning. 
.... -
75 
.17 
.15 
1.00 
1.00 
.13 
35.00 
4.60 
1.51 
1.20 
2.2s 
.21 
8.00 
10.00 
3.00 
.17 
6.00 
18.53 
llAlU.Y AVDAGE 
19SO-S5 
Good & Choice SOOf 
500- 800I 
800-1050# 
Sla.ugllter Heifers.,.. Good 
100-'JOOI 
$laughter Cows 
Slaughte~ Bulls· 
Wheat!:/· 
1/-19S6 Supp __ ort Price 
-
Unit. 
l.OOf. 
100, 
100, 
lOOf 
100, 
100# 
11.uahel 
Bu.sh.el 
Bushel 
Bushel 
Ton 
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Pd.ee Recetved. 
2!.63 
20.05 
19.St 
18.46 
13.69 
16.44 
1.es 
.so 
1.0, 
1.12 
25.00 
A.PffiNDIX TABLE. lV 
woal .DD lM.CRJWERY2QQutREMBNT$ FOR ViltOlJS OPERATIONS 
IN NORD CENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
Oferation 
,ti_:,. i 
Mol.dboard·'Ptow 
Spring Tooth Ral'll'OW 
Spring tooth Harrow 
Spike 'tooth Han-aw 
Drill 
Combine (self propelled 
.and haul) 
Combine (pull type 
and haul) 
Mow Hay 
Siz.e of 
,tguient . 
3 .. 14 
3-16 
4-14 
4-16 
6 ft. 
9 ft. 
12 ft. 
16 ft. 
20 ft. 
10 ft. 
8-16 
.14 ft. 
12 ft .• 
1 ft. 
7 ft. 
.64 
.59 
.51 .. · · 
.42 
.36 
.33 
.21 
.19 
.12 
.29 
.2-.s 
.44 
.29 
,.,.7 
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11:nis, does not include labor required to service. the machine p:d.or· 
to operation. Data.wag obtained from schedules ta.ken in connection with 
this study. 
2Fenton. 1. c. ai,;d G. s. :Fairbanks,. The Cost of Usi!5 rum Machine9,. 
l(ansas ~ngineering Ii:-xperiment Station Bul!etin No. :B-74. page 17-21 is a · 
good. reference for use .in determbd.ng naachinery eost.s. 
ISTZMI.TED COSTS OF OPERATUTG VARIOUS FAF.M MA,CH?NES 
ON A 480 ACRE FARM (80% IN CUL'.ClVAttON) 
n;1 .NOE.TU CE~ OKLAUOYil 
A:ii.wunt: 
"" ..... .-
. 
. 
: Price Daz 
Cost Per 
Acre 
Self propelled combine, cost - $5300. Days. 1..tsed per year .. 7.2 (10 hr. day'S) 
Variable Costs. · 
Gas.o:liu,e 26.4 g.':li./day .• 17 
Oil .66 gal./day 1.00 
Lttb:i!':teants .26%1 53.00 
Repair &Ma.in.t~anoe 2.0 53.00 
Labor day 12.00 
Total Variable Costs 
.66 
1.91 
14.72 
12.00 
.4.5 
.en 
.19 
l.47 
1.20 
~
'£wee plow tractors~ cost 12600. Days used per year - 36.l. 
Gasoline 26 .. 6 gal./day 
Oil .89 g,sJ,./day 
Lubricant .1% 
Repair & Ma1l1tenance 3.5% 
Total Variable Costs 
.n 
1.00 
26.0() 
26.00 
........,__, 
4.52 
.89 
.so 
2.52 
-g;43 
.45 
.09 
.05 
.25 
_.._ 
Drill (8-16) ., cost .. $600. Days used per year .. 8.56 days. 
Tractor costs 
R~pair & Maintenance 1.2% 
Lubrication .40 
Total Variable Costs 
·--
8.43 
.85 
.40 
.84 
.oss 
.• 04 
Moldboard plow (3-14), Cost - $400. Days used :per year 21.9. 
Tractor cost 8.43 .84 
Re.i,<tair & Maintenance 9. % 1.64 .16 
Lubrication .7% 
Total Variable Costs 
.12 .OS 
~ ~j ... ,, ... 
... ... .,._ 
.10 
.02 
.04 
.JJ 
.26 
.74 
.21 
.021 
.01 
.24. 
.54 
.10 
.03 
.67 
Spring Toot:11 Harrow (12 ft.) ., Cost - $160. Days used per year ... 26. 7. 
'tractor cost 
Lubrication .33% 
Repair & Mainte11ance 2 .0% 
Totuil Va.riable Costs 
Tractor cost 
Total Variable C:o.sts 
8.43 
.02 
.12 
~
8.43 
.84 
.01 
.01 
.84 
.21 
.01 
.01 
.23 
.2:1 
.21 
APPENDIX TAlU:.E V (Continued) 
Item Amount Day .. Hpur Acre 
Mower cest - $300, Days used per year "". 3.1.; · 
Tractor cost '-~ 8.43 · .64 .25 l.epati: & Maintenance 1.11 ..... 1.06 .11 .03 
Lubrication .2 ..• 
-
.20 .02. .01 
Total Variable Costs .... •·.a:'"'; .29 
Tractor cost .... .... 8.43 .·84 .24 
kepair & Maiatenanee .66~ .... .89 .o, .02 
Lubrication .. 15 ... .,. .2! .02 .Ol 
-Total Variable Costs ..,. .•. 
-~· .21 
1,ercentages refei- to percent of inittal·co-st: to be charged per 
year for the various costs as suggested by Kansas lngineer Experiment 
$:tation Bulletin 74. · 
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